
The establishment of the database (DB) of the IAS has allowed gathering and homoge-
nizing all the available information on this basin in a consistent relational structure. This 
architecture facilitated the set of handlings, queries and thematic maps that this project 
could occur.

The system developed during the project, which focuses on the links Database-GIS-Model 
was very useful and gives countries a basis for developing effective management tools. 
This system is more efficient in short time compared with the time needed, just a few 
years ago, updating a model after a change in mesh, the integration of new data or the 
incorporation of a new scenario on water abstraction.

Regarding to the content of the Databases, considerable progress has been made, but 
the anomalies and shortcomings should be corrected with the national teams.

In order to climb to a higher level of reliability and to ensure the quality of the data, it 
is necessary to work more on the data collected and to define clear procedures for  
collecting new data.

The first task can be achieved by the countries themselves using the available tools and 
resources provided by the project. Regarding to the future updates, they will be reliable 
only if the procedures for collecting, coding and control are carried out at national le-
vel. Decentralization of management and handlings resources should be expected and  
encouraged to facilitate future updates and regular data
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PREAMBULE
In the case of original information and diversified formats, the hydrogeological data represent a 
means of systematic harmonization. This is particularly the case of transboundary aquifer systems 
whose data are collected in countries sharing the same aquifer system. In this sense, the Iullemeden 
Aquifer System (IAS) is a typical case to establish a common hydrogeological database. 

The document aims at recording the undertaken activities within the framework of the project on 
‘Management of Hydrogeological Risks in the Iullemeden Aquifer System’ (IAS), initiated by UNEP 
(GEF), UNESCO, the basin-sharing countries, i.e. Mali, Niger, and Nigeria, to establish a common 
database that can be used to elaborate an IAS hydrodynamic model. This specific activity has been 
translated into many workshops, with the contribution of the project’s national teams, as well as 
the international consultants involved in elaborating the database and the hydrodynamic model in 
question.

Drafted by a restricted team made up of A. Mamou, M. Baba Sy, B. Abdous and A. Dodo, the 
report has the duty of reflecting the extended contribution of the mobilised team during the data 
preparatory phase for the IAS aquifer system modelling, through data collection, the drafting of 
specific reports, and participation in the meetings and the workshops on the aspects processed 
by the modelling.

meetings and workshops dedicated to databases or having led to data collection: �

OSS-AIEA (2004) : Workshop on elaborating a common database for the three countries (Mali, 
Niger, Nigeria), Tunis, from 26 to 30 April 2004 at OSS, with the participation of experts from the 
three countries (two per country), the CITET Centre-Tunis, OSS, and an international consultant in 
charge of database structure design.

OSS-AIEA (2005) : Training workshop on elaborating the IAS Database; Niamey. 26 April - 06 May 
2007 at the AGRHYMET Regional Centre (CRA), with the participation of country experts (two per 
country), AGRHYMET Centre, and OSS.

OSS (2006) : Meeting of the IAS Project Steering Committee (Abuja-Nigeria, Meeting of the IAS 
Project Steering Committee. 

OSS (2006) : Training workshop on modelling and the required data collection: Mastering the IAS 
modelling tool; Tunis, 18-28 April 2006. Participation of experts from the three countries (two 
per country).

OSS (2006) : Workshop on Model Analysis: Data analysis and discussion of the preliminary mod-
el’s results; Tunis, 29 November - 8 December 2006. Participation of experts from the three 
countries (two per country). 

OSS (2007) : Workshop on model validation and the establishment of links between the common 
database and the IAS mathematical model, with an analysis of the model’s results; Tunis, 01 to 
10 March 2007. Participation of international consultants in improving the database structure 
as built by the OSS team, and establishment of links with the model.

produced intermediate technical documents: �

Maïga S. & Bouaré D•	 . (2006) : Collecte des données hydrogéologiques du Système aquifère 
d’Iullemeden dans la partie malienne. OSS, décembre 2006, tableaux, annexes.
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Moumouni Moussa A. & Rabé S., (janvier 2007) : Collecte des données hydrogéologiques du •	
Système aquifère d’Iullemeden dans la partie nigérienne. OSS, janvier 2007, 12 p., tableaux, 
annexes.

OSS (2004) : Rapport de l’atelier sur l’élaboration d’une Base de données commune aux trois •	
pays (Mali, Niger, Nigeria) ; Tunis, du 26 au 30 avril 2004 à l’OSS.

OSS-AIEA (2005) : Rapport de l’atelier de formation sur l’élaboration de la Base de Données •	
du SAI ; Niamey, du 26 avril au 6 mai 2005 au Centre régional Agrhymet (CRA).

expanded team participating in the IAS database elaboration: �

Malian national team: Damassa Bouaré (In charge of the database at the National Hydraulic •	
Department & Seïdou Maïga (National focal point at the National Hydraulic Department). 

National team of Niger: Abdou Moumouni Moussa (National focal point and Head of the Hydro-•	
geological Department at the Water Resources Department) & Seidou Maiga (National focal 
point at the National Hydraulic Department).

Nigerian national team: John Chabo (Federal Director of Hydrology and Hydrogeology at the •	
Federal Ministry of Water Resources) & Stephane Jabo (Federal Director Assistant).

OSS team: A. Mamou (Expert hydrogeologist), M. Baba Sy (Expert hydrogeologist), and A. Dodo •	
(Project coordinator).

International consultants: B. Abdous (Database consultant) and G. Pizzi (Hydrogeological model •	
consultant).
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Some definitions

Information system (IS) : a set of elements that are dynamically interacting and organised 
in relation to an objective. 

Information system database (db): a structured and computer-managed collection of 
information relating to a specific domain. A database is governed by a model and should 
meet a number of specificities:

full independence between data and processing; �

no redundant information; �

data integrity and coherence.  �

dbmS: software for manipulating, managing and using a database. Most of the DBMS 
available on the market are relational, i.e. based on the set theory and consisting of all the 
relational algebraic operations (union, join, intersection...).

design approach: the database design process is generally subdivided in three stages: the 
design stage leading to the data model definition, the logical implementation stage and the 
operation stage with a machine and the selected DBMS.

design tools: the generalisation of relational databases led to devising design methodo-
logical tools which make it possible to set up performing and long-lasting systems since 
they are based on the mastery of basic information. These tools have operation rules, a 
formalism and sometimes even support software to facilitate data model elaboration.

data model (conceptual model): a highly intellectual tool used for the representation of 
the real world through managed information and interrelated links. Such tools provide a 
graphic schematisation to better symbolise the representation. 

relational model: developed by the end of the 1970s to secure:

Total independence between data and processing: sustainable and open systems. �

Data access through high-level nonprocedural languages. �

User views may differ from the established ones. Each user may have his own view of  �
the database objects.

entity: this is an information system object with features. It is also referred to as an indi-
vidual or an object. In our case a water point is an entity.

relation (or Association): a link which may exist between two entities and reflects the 
management rules into force.

property (or Attribute): elementary information run by the information system. It is linked 
to an entity and sometimes to a relation. The name, the altitude and the coordinates of a 
water point are properties.

Identifier: particular property which makes it possible to identify in a single way an entity. 
The number of classification of a water point is an identifier.

table : data referring to a particular subject. A table represents an essential object of a 
data base ACCESS where the data are stored. The table «points « contains the character-
istics of the water points. A well informed table contains several recordings (lines). 
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request: it is the object of a base ACCESS which is used for posting, modifying or analyzing 
the data coming from one or more tables.

form: a form is before a whole tool making it possible to seize with the keyboard of the data 
which are immediately introduced into one or more tables. The form is thus related to one 
or several tables, and it inherits their properties: types of data, properties of the fields.

linked table (or attached): table being in another data base (that it is of type ACCESS or 
other). 

field: element of a table being used to contain information. A table comprises one or more 
fields (columns).

primary key: single identifier of each line of a table. A key can be either a field, or a concate-
nation of several fields.

referential integrity: it is the mechanism which preserves the relations defined between 
several tables when recordings are modified or erased. The referential integrity guarantees 
the coherence of the values of keys between the tables.
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INTRODUCTIONI. 

Project context and historical backgroundI.1.  

The ‘Management of Hydrogeological Risks in the lullemeden Aquifer System’ project (IAS), main-
ly initiated by UNEP (GEF) and UNESCO in the basin-sharing countries (Mali, Niger and Nigeria) 
adopted the ‘Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis’ (TDA) to investigate the state of aquifers and the 
hydrogeological risks they are confronted with. Such analysis led to the establishment of a ‘Stra-
tegic Action Programme’ (SAP).

From the outset, the analysis of aquifer water resources and usage environments proved to be 
highly dependent on the available knowledge in the three countries about the aquifer hydrogeo-
logical functioning and the way it is used. Yet, so far this knowledge has been the business of the 
countries. It is presented according to a large national vision marked by shortcomings and gaps 
resulting from targeted interest and modest allotted means.   

The project itself pays little attention to this aspect which is related to the activity that should be 
led by IAEA for a better knowledge of the IAS transboundary zones. However, the IAEA activity 
could not develop as planned to accompany the TDA in its progress towards a SAP. In addition, 
the IAEA vision of the database to be set up is rather intimately linked to the usage which we are 
expected to make of the data, in the isotopic data interpretation, in order to explain the hydrogeo-
logical risks that aquifers face. Indeed, the hydrogeological information on the IAS aquifers, as it 
appeared, in light of the TDA initial evaluations, should be more extended and profound to account 
for the work of the aquifer system as well as its reactions to the recharge conditions or abstrac-
tion, and the climate changes (regular droughts) recorded in the region.

On the basis of the TDA initial evaluations (Steering Committee meeting in Abuja, 25-26 February 
2006), it was decided to substantially reinforce the hydrogeological knowledge of the IAS aquifers, 
with the aim of securing a better quantitative evaluation - if possible - of the various hydrogeological 
risks which the IAS aquifers face. Such reinforcement is planned through establishing an integrat-
ed geographic information system including an exhaustive database and a specific hydrogeologi-
cal modelling to evaluate the water system balance and better quantify the exchanges.

Since then, the OSS, the project implementation agency, started, with the contribution of the 
teams of the three countries associated to the project, to carry out these two closely related tasks 
(Database and Hydrogeological Model) with the objective of developing decision aid tools (DAT) 
so as to facilitate the consultation mechanism for a an optimal management of the IAS water 
resources.

In fact, it is clear that tools are necessary for a shared evaluation of the IAS water resources. Such 
tools should include the following basic items:

a transboundary mapping of the entire aquifer system. �

a database of all the completed, processed and harmonised information as provided by the  �
three countries.

a modelling using the same hypotheses relating to the aquifer system operation design. �
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These decision-making tools essentially rely on a perfect control of the aquifer system information: 

database architecture amenable to updating and visualising. �

tools of regular updating and data control. �

decentralised system of new information collection: modules set up in the countries. �

The realisation of the IAS mathematical model requires the collection, organisation and homogeni-
sation of available data within the project’s three countries. The establishment of the IAS database 
is an activity whose objectives are spaced out over time. At the start, the need for a water re-
source evaluation as recognised by the three countries made this database a supporting element 
for decision aid and enabled the building of the overall model. Subsequently, feeding this database 
with the information required for a follow-up of the aquifer and the threatening risks turned it into 
a cooperation facilitating tool and made it more rational. It is, then, an ongoing activity which is 
planned as a component of the information integrated system. After the project comes to an end 
in the three concerned countries, it is expected to continue cooperation on the basis of an optimal 
management of the IAS water resources.

In fact, it is about the gradual development of an information system that is strongly inspired by 
the SASS experience.

Since the project inception, the control of the new data management technologies is presented as 
a priority to secure a good Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis of the hydrogeological risks in the 
Iullemeden Aquifer System. For this reason, the first organised workshop (OSS-Tunis, 26-30 April 
2004) dealt with the elaboration of a database common to the three basin-sharing countries. To 
this end, we relied on the database management experts in the countries as well as AGRHYMET 
experience, as a regional body called upon to host probably the IAS information system. The work-
shop made it possible to:

identify the  � set of entities which should make up the information system structure including 
the spatial-type information.

adopt a  � common codification for the IAS database, compatible with the codification used by 
the countries.

suggest various  � development solutions according to the modelling software which will be 
selected.

elaborate a  � strategy for existing file transfer and manual data entry: old history files, infor-
mation in study reports…

A second workshop was also organised on the elaboration of the IAS common database by the In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) at AGRHYMET (Niger-Niamey, 26 April – 6 May 2005), 
with the aim of completing the work initiated by the national experts to on:

mastering the common Database Management System: ACCESS software; �

designing the organisation of the common database; �

harmonising the three countries’ data: Mali, Niger and Nigeria. �

By approaching the common database implementation through real IAS aquifer data, the country 
representatives felt the need to harmonise information to better depict the hydrodynamic behav-
iour of the aquifer set (Continental intercalaire, Continental Terminal and water tables). 

Initially planned for six months (up to November 2005) at AGRHYMET, the collection and harmo-
nisation of country data in the IAS database could not be done because the computer scientist of 
that organisation left. The country data were left as received. 
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Given the project’s timeframe for completing the other activities, and during the Steering Commit-
tee meeting (Nigeria-Abuja, 25-26 February 2006), the OSS took the responsibility of establishing 
the IAS information system with its own means. 

The realisation of the information system generally requires three stages:

phase I: �  Analysis of the existing information in the three countries and selection of the or-
ganisational solution in light of the project objectives, country specific needs, and the current 
technological tendency (equipment and software),

phase II: �  Information system design and description of the computing solution chosen in 
collaboration with the countries: common database architecture, identification of GIS layers, 
codification harmonisation, definition of processing modes,

phase III:  � database and gIS implementation with equipment and software installation in the 
countries, database and GIS implementation, transfer of existing heterogeneous data in the 
three countries, and team training (DBMS, GIS, spatial analysis utilities).

In its Abuja meeting, the project’s Steering Committee tackled the three stages, thus allowing for 
the collection of considerable information brought together into one relational, uniform, coher-
ent and scalable database.

The database design has been made in close collaboration with the country experts associated 
with this activity on the basis of the required information and the storing and processing facilities 
available in these countries. For such purpose, the choice was mainly geared to the available tools 
(software) or the public sector (Excel, Access, ArcView…) or acquired within the project’s frame-
work (Processing Modflow – PM5). 

By focusing on the involvement of the national technical experts in charge of managing the col-
lected data, it was relatively easy to better initiate/improve data management. 

The collected data in the countries come from archives or databases of the national offices in 
charge of water resources. A major part of these data was collected in the framework of previous 
national or regional studies. Their integration in the IAS common database went through a long 
collection-entry-validation process that the national experts mastered following the two launching 
workshops and a regular contact with the OSS team in charge of the operation. 

The parallel elaboration of the IAS common database and the hydrogeological model made it pos-
sible to ensure information validity, fill the gaps as the two activities progressed, and better target 
the searched information.  

The established geographical information system is completed with user-friendly exploration and 
entry tools, synthesis requests, and procedures of new information additions.

Data analysis tools were also elaborated in order to facilitate anomaly and incoherence detec-
tion and provide relevant valid information to the digital model. These tools allow the elaboration 
of processed information in request form, statistical processing and geo-referenced thematic 
analyses thanks to digital maps elaborated in the framework of the project and covering the whole 
basin.

The operation of the developed tools constitutes a good storage media for the IAS project infor-
mation. Similarly these can be later used as information sharing and decision aid tools. Contrary 
to previous studies focused on the part of the basin in the country limits, this IAS study has many 
data sources which were used to feed the common databases.

The database resorted to different data processing types ‘to secure its coherence’. By means of 
well-defined procedures, the processing is made in the same manner and, therefore, with a good 
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level of reliability. The elaborated database facilitates the use of information in the framework 
of the project and ensures a greater flexibility of use, making the handling of such an important 
information volume plausible and easier.

The SASS project experienceI.2.  

Thanks to the experience acquired from the elaboration of the SASS database, the time allocated 
to developing the IAS common database was relatively short. In fact:

all the conceptual part was unnecessary: the Conceptual Data Model (CDM) elaborated during  �
the SASS project was adopted;

the data collection formats have been harmonised among countries since the beginning; �

the processing tools (entry and display interfaces, link modules with PM5, DB –model links)  �
were just adapted and enriched;

the control of tools at the OSS level made significant time gains. �

The advantage is reinforced by the fact that the used software platform, i.e. MS ACCESS and 
ARCVIEW is well-controlled by OSS which transmitted the knowledge to the three countries’ ex-
perts.

The most important task was then essentially accomplished on the proper data:

file formatting and codification; �

entry of additional data not available in the country databases; �

devising transfer requests to the database (DB); �

formatting GIS layers. �
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DESIgN AND IMPLEMENTATION Of ThE IAS INfOR-II.  
MATION SySTEM

Approach presentation II.1.  

The development of the IAS information system required the following stages:

diagnosis phase � :  a diagnosis of what is available and development orientations;

design phase � : the results are the Data Conceptual Model (DCM) and the best adapted organi-
sational and technical solution;

realisation phase � : the translation of DCM into a physical model depending on the Database 
Management System (DBMS) selected according to the previously chosen technical solution; 

implementation phase � : implementation in the adopted organisational environment after avail-
able data transfer.

the conceptual phase is the most important and determines the success of the other phases. 
During such phase, efforts were focused on properly understanding the field, elaborating a repre-
sentative data model, and defining the best possible development solution.

Given the nature of the required processing, which is particularly geared towards the representa-
tion of hydrogeological, hydrological and climatological data, the geo-referenced information sys-
tem to be developed in the IAS case should be capable of mainstreaming several information 
categories related to:

descriptive digital data; �

spatial-referencing type of information; �

history file of measures in chronic series, with heterogeneous extension and continuity.  �

The system functionalities have been designed to facilitate the use of the modelling software, 
establish dynamic links between digital and spatial information, and automate pre-model and post-
model operations to enable the team in charge of the model to multiply simulations and recuper-
ate results.

Analysis of the current situation in the three countries and collected data II.2.  
review

The collected and analysed climatic, hydrological and hydrogeological data in the three countries 
allowed identifying inconsistencies from the beginning and which were corrected thanks to the 
data processing (ArcView, Rockworks...). The fact that the major part of these data is without any 
geographical attachment (coordinates) highly limited their direct mainstreaming in the database. 
The identification of the water points coordinates is a tedious operation, requiring extensive cross-
checking and interpretation.
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The collected data used to elaborate the IAS common database is done with the objective of en-
suring a hydrological synthesis to explain the hydrological functioning of the aquifer system and 
develop a hydrodynamic simulation model on the basis of which one can infer the system’s water 
balance with the specification of each component.

So it’s specific information that is necessary. This is particularly the following aspect: 

IAS geology and specifically the lithostratigraphic boreholes; �

climatology, especially the recorded rainfall at the different basin stations, used to measure  �
the aquifer system recharge (inflow);

hydrology, especially the history files of the Niger River flow, which constitutes a part of the  �
aquifer system outflow;

hydrology of the water points capturing the different IAS aquifer system layers (piezometry,  �
drawdown, operation flow, water salinity, transmissivity, storage coefficient...) and the history 
files of the measurements of different hydrogeological variables (piezometry and operation) 
which are used to restore the system’s hydrodynamic operation in the simulation model. 

This common database is likely to be extended to include other data relating to pedological, envi-
ronmental, geographic and agricultural aspects insofar as it proved necessary to extend the IAS 
study to other specific aspects of water resources use and its impact on the environment.

The data collection of this database was made in reference to the information available to the 
administrations in charge of the water resources management in the three concerned countries. 
One section of this information is equally extracted by the project team from the studies related 
to the different basin’s parts.

The links established between this common database and the geographic information system, on 
the one hand, and the IAS hydrogeological simulation system, on the other, is a further peculiarity 
which turns the database into a tool to integrate, process and represent information graphically 
and cartographically. In fact, these links are materialized by specific links operating from and to 
the common DB and spare efforts relating to data entry, formatting and processing at the level of 
IASIS and the hydrogeological model.

mali dataII.2.1. 

In 1985, the National Hydraulics and Energy Department (NHED) of Mali developed SIGMA, a na-
tional database, within the framework of the UNDP Mali 84/005 project. The database was used 
to elaborate the hydrogeological synthesis of Mali and the Master Plan for valorising groundwater 
resources (1991).

At the beginning, SIGMA1 was developed with software in the DOS environment: dBase IV for 
archiving, and digital and statistical processing. Atlas*Draw and Atlas*GIS for cartographic rep-
resentations, and LOTUS-123 for the graphic presentations of chronological data.

Between 1986 and 2001, SIGMA1 general architecture and management programmes evolved 
little, notably at the level of the information technology environment, which remained under DOS. 
The need to add new fields in the original files and create new files with fragmentary data has 
gradually destroyed the database structure to the extent that they no longer meet the Administra-
tion’s needs for hydraulic planning.

In 2001, a development project of the database made it possible to have SIGMA2 in its current 
format by:
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changing the information technology environment with the transition from the dBase IV man- �
agement system (under DOS) to ACCESS (under Windows);

giving attention given to the new administrative division of the country; �

restructuring the old database files into new ones; �

entering the inventory results of the modern water points; �

installing the last version of the database, SIGMA2, in the Regional Departments of Hydraulics  �
and Energy (RDHE).

In 2003, the new version made it possible to elaborate the water map of Mali, which is considered 
as a decision aid tool, providing information on water supply to the population and the functionality 
of hydraulic infrastructures by region, circle, area and village/fractions. This decision aid tool was 
put at the disposal of local authorities and the different agents of the water sector in Mali.

Now, with the effort of the National Hydraulics Department (NHD), and in spite of some difficulties, 
DRHE (National Directorate of Hydraulics and Energy) updates SIGMA2 in collaboration with the 
regional structures and the Documentation and Computer Centre (DCC) of NHD. The last updat-
ing goes back to July 2006.

Thanks to its management software (ACCESS), the database allows for an easy passage from the 
data to the IAS common database. However, at the graphic level, it is still run by software which 
does not allow for the geo-referenced digitisation of information. It is, then, possible to partly re-
cover the data which are archived, but to pool the data in a graphic form, it is necessary to use 
other software (ArcView, Rockworks...). 

The database includes tables which are mainly centred on the management structures of water 
resources and not those specific to the analysis of physical (hydrology and hydrogeology) and clima-
tological (rain, infiltration, evaporation) data. As a result, it requires a full restructuring to streamline 
new data specific tables.

The hydro geological data necessary for the modelling of the IAS system are compiled in the synthe-
sis studies. Their extraction was mainly done by the OSS project team.

FILE FORMAT AND DESCRIPTION, USED CODIFICATION, CONTENT ANALySIS (MISSING INFORMATION, INCON-
SISTENCIES...) AND PECULIARITIES:

The format of the obtained files is heterogeneous and of three types: Excel, Word and ACCESS. The 
Excel files include hydrogeological information relating to water points, piezometric levels, hydrody-
namic parameters and other operation flow values of underground water. These files include many 
gaps, notably missing coordinates, water points without identifier, non-informed altitudes...

The ACCESS files are four, three of which are empty of data and the fourth does not open. The Word 
files are 16 and include descriptions of drilling logs

The Excel files are described in the table on page 20.

All these files, in particular those named characteristics of water points may contain, in addition to 
information on their identification, coordinate data, the types water point, taped level, piezometry and 
chemical quality of water (Total dissolved solid).

niger dataII.2.2. 

The Ministry of Hydraulics, Environment and Desertification Combating hosts the Water Resources 
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Directorate (WRD), the institution in charge of the resources inventory and management. The Hydrau-
lic Resources Inventory Department (IRH) manages the water resources database within the Water 
Resources Directorate.

The database, known as SIGNER, was elaborated in conditions similar to those of Mali. Following the 
same pattern, it offers an architecture which is based on the same processing software. Here also, 
since the mid 1990s, the structure proved to be limited given that it was mainly oriented towards 
water usages and sanitation. It presents a statistical approach to highlight the serviced towns and the 
services system

Quickly it underwent local modifications and was attached to the GIS to serve as storage media to 
SIGNER.

It lists the set of water points in Niger but does not give sufficient details on underground water hydro-
geology nor the characteristics of water point outside the reached depth, flow and water table level. 
The database lacks history files of piezometry, operation and water table quality. 

The management system initially installed on Dbase III quickly proved to be limited as a software stor-
age medium and there was migration to ACCESS1  a year ago. Its main current gap is the lack of data 
geo-referencing, an aspect which is in the process of being reviewed for improvement.

Thus, for structural considerations, the IRH database gradually shifted from a tool for the management 
of the DB water resources to a tool for the management of water at a national level with links with 
the IRH, without, nevertheless, being in a position to ensure the representation of the hydrogeological 
aspect. 

The IRH has a database (21708 water points) whose GIS is run by Atlas GIS. Staff training sessions 
are planned in order to transfer the GIS to ArcView. On its side, SIGNER processes data of the HRID 
database, but for applications other than the WRD ones. It has been operational since 1989. It gives 
value to the IRH base and allows, among other things, for grouping resources and needs. 

It serves as a support to the Poverty Reduction Strategy (PRS) and the Community Action Programme 
(CAP). As long as it is structurally dissociated from the HRID, it is difficult to conceive it as a tool capable 
of looking into the water resources monitoring problems.

1. According to Mr. BAKO Maman, a computer and GIS specialist, and a hydraulicist in charge of SIGNER management, 
the migration was made within the framework of the International Decade of Potable Water and Sanitation (DIEPA).

file name description line number

Annexe II.1 Water point characteristics 1071

Annexe II.2 Characteristics of dag wells 455

Annexe II.3 Characteristics of dag wells 455

ClImStA Characteristics of climatological stations 5

hydStA Characteristics of hydrological stations 89

Irhfor Water point characteristics 388

Irhptm Caractéristiques des points d’eau 988

IrhpZo Data on piezometric levels 61

puits-Iullemeden_mali Well characteristics 802

IrhAep Well characteristics 14

IrhChI Data on water chemistry 11

Irhess Data on static levels 26

Irhpom Data on types of works 208

Villages Water point inventory 453

Villages-Iullemeden Water point inventory 349
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The data review available in the IRH database shows that these are mainly hydrogeological and specifi-
cally deal with the modern water points (shaft lined wells and drillings) developed in the framework of 
the communal Water supply programmes. For these water points, the available information concerns 
rather the uses and the users and does not address the aspects relating to basic hydrogeological 
characteristics (data provided at the time of creation, history file of piezometric levels, operation and 
chemical composition).

As for the ‘historical’ aspect, the compilation of the different synthetic studies had to be made to ex-
tract the searched data and ensure its entry - a task tackled by the IAS project OSS team.

FILE FORMAT AND DESCRIPTION, USED CODIFICATION, CONTENT ANALySIS (MISSING INFORMATION, DISTOR-
TIONS…) AND PECULIARITIES:

The file format is heterogeneous: Excel, Word, pdf, Dbase and jpg pictures. It brings together geo-
logical and hydrogeological data relating to water points, piezometric level history, hydrodynamic 
parameters, and some water table operation flow values. The identified gaps noted are of the 
following type: missing coordinates, water points without an identifier, missing altitudes, missing 
dates, and unknown hydrodynamic parameters.

It is also noticed the existence of duplicates due to the mismatching between the ID (N°IRH) and 
the village index.

The files are described as follows:

file name description line number

pem Ullemeden bASIn.xls Water point characteristics 13431

geology format 2 revised.xls Drilling stratigraphic logs 531

niger_CI_Ct1 aquifers Water point characteristics 125
north and South niger rainfall data.
xls Monthly rainfall data (6 stations) 180

hydrochemical data of Italian drillings 
(Il nuovo Castoro).xls Hydrochemical and piezometric data 604

ner009 ChemICAl dAtA fIrSt 
CAmpAIgn.xls Chemical data 32

ner Sample point maps.doc & rAf 
038 map of installed recorders Location map of chemical analysis points

rAf 038 ChemICAl dAtA 1st Cam-
paign.

List of water samples withdrawn in the project 
zone 46

drillings – Afd maradi.xls Chemical data 241

All works – Afd maradi.xls Waterhole characteristics 302

bASe-Ch.XlS CI aquifer geometric and hydrodynamic data 50

bASeCt1.XlS CT1 aquifer geometric and hydrodynamic data 76

bASeCt1b.XlS CT1 aquifer geometric and hydrodynamic data 67

bASe-Ct2.XlS CT2 aquifer geometric and hydrodynamic data 91

bASe-Ct3.XlS CT3 aquifer geometric and hydrodynamic data 148

dAlmA1.xls Piezometric fluctuations level of Dallo Maouri 
water table 33

dAlmA2.xls Piezometric fluctuations level of Dallo Maouri 
unconfined aquifer 33

dAlmA3.xls Piezometric fluctuations level of  Dallol Bosso 
alluvial aquifer 33

korama.xls Piezometric fluctuations level of  Koramas aquifer 35
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nigeria dataII.2.3. 

Contrary to Mali and Niger, we were not aware of the existence of a national database. We have 
very little information on the part of the basin in the country. The collected information comes from 
the national archives. The operation histories are obtained by formulating hypotheses and using 
the 2004 population census data of the main areas located in the basin.

FILE FORMAT AND DESCRIPTION, USED CODIFICATION, CONTENT ANALySIS (MISSING INFORMATION, INCON-
SISTENCIES…) AND PECULIARITIES:

The file format is heterogeneous. It brings together geological and hydrogeological data relating to 
water points, piezometric level history, hydrodynamic parameters, and some water table operation 
flow values. The identified gaps noted are of the following type: missing coordinates, water points 
without an identifier, missing altitudes, missing dates, and unknown hydrodynamic parameters.

file name description line number

machayaKor.xls Piezometric fluctuations level of  Machaya alluvial 
aquifer 445

piézodAntIAndoU.xls Piezometric fluctuations level of  Dantiandou 
aquifer 62

piézomaradi.xls Piezometric fluctuations level of  Goulbi de Ma-
radi alluvial aquifer 140

piézoteloUA.xls Piezometric fluctuations level of  Talloua  alluvial 
aquifer 301

piézozinder1.xls Piezometric records of GOGO Zinder catchment 
area 451

piézozinder.xls Piezometric records of GOGO Zinder catchment 
area 156

Water withdrawals statistics.xls Withdrawals statistics (2001-2005) 185

december 2005 production.xls Drilling operation parameters: December 2005 179

operation problems of the 43 cen-
tres.xls

Description of the current situation in the 43 
centres 103

SAI_niamey.xls Wate point characteristics 984

IAS_hapex Sahel data.xls Water point characteristics 572

IAS_general file _niger.xls Water point characteristics 7725

IAS_general file tillabery dept.xls Water point characteristics 3800

IAS_general file dasso dept.xls Water point characteristics 2765

IAS_general file tahoua dept.xls Water point characteristics 2502

IAS_general file niger_1.xls Water point characteristics 427

IAS_general file _niger_2.xls Water point characteristics 2684

IAS_general file _niger_3.xls Water point characteristics 2418

IAS_general file _Works.xls Water point characteristics 9067

IAS_Confined aquifer drillings_dosso 
dept.xls Type of tapped aquifer 1519

IAS_Confined aquifer drillings_tahoua 
dept.xls Type of tapped aquifer 1880

IAS_Confined aquifer drillings_tilla-
béry dept.xls Type of tapped aquifer 1246

IAS _tillabéry.xls Type of tapped aquifer 110
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The files are described as follows:

It is, then, clear that the water resources data of the three countries is found on information sup-
ports within their respective offices. Such information is inadequate to the tasks expected from 
the IAS project. The major part of these data is not streamlined in the national database. When 
data are available, they include only one part of the information whose formatting is only partially 
exploitable. The other data, essentially in the form of graphic documents, require some compila-
tion, entry and verification before streamlining them in the IAS common database. 

The archived data are heterogeneous, incomplete, and mostly inadaptable. The supports of these 
databases do not at all facilitate the exhaustive information recovery and streamlining in the com-
mon database. An updating operation of the supports should be made prior to developing new 
data in view of having perfectly operational information

Additional information collected during the projectII.3.  

The hydrogeological data required for modelling the IAS aquifer system are compiled in the synthe-
sis studies. The OSS project team mainly extracted the information.

Several sources of information were used for data collection:

national DB of boreholes characteristics (DB-HRID in Niger and SIGMA2 in Mali) �

Excel files containing data deriving from the compilation of national data by the country experts  �
involved in the task of data collection2;

manual entry of archival data (notes, reports, published scientific work, new academic work, tech- �
nical documents, etc.) by the national experts and the OSS team, specifically in relation to opera-
tion history, piezometry, water chemistry as well as hydrodynamic characteristics and geological 
data related to oil drilling and boreholes, which are missing in the DB of these countries.

geological dataII.3.1. 

Several published logs and borehole cross-sections were used to contribute to the definition of 
aquifer geometry and system design.

2 This is the case of the teams of Mali and Niger whose contribution is synthesised in two documents specifically pro-
duced for the IAS aquifer modelling purposes, i.e.

Moumouni Moussa A. & Rabé S. (Janvier 2007) : Collecte des données hydrogéologiques du Système aquifère •	
d’Iullemeden dans la partie nigérienne. OSS, Janvier 2007, 12 p et tableaux annexes

Maïga S. & Bouaré D. : Collecte des données hydrogéologiques du Système Aquifère d’Iullemeden dans la partie •	
malienne. OSS, décembre 2006,  tableaux annexes

file name description line number

SAI_nigeria_boreholes.
xls Hydrogeological and hydrochemical data on waterholes 153

JICA Coordinates see-
king.xls Hydrochemical boreholes data. 95

JICA Sokoto 1990.xls Piezometry 1988-1989; some hydrodynamic parameters; 
some withdrawals data. 64

nigeria data boreholes 
IAS.xls Isotopic data and boreholes characteristics. 25

SAI_nigeria_boreholes.
xls Boreholes characteristics; some piezometric values. 30
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other data from study documentsII.3.2. 

These are hydrogeological data that are essentially related to water level, operation, chemistry 
and hydrodynamic parameters (transmissivity, storage coefficient, permeability).

Inconsistencies and shortcomingsII.3.3. 

 ABSTRACTIONS

The ‘Abstractions’ table could not be sufficiently fed with specific data (yield, date) as expected. 
This was due to the lack of a history of flow measurements or the volumes used for a specific 
usage (water supply, irrigation, livestock, and industry). The main inconsistency in monitoring the 
IAS aquifers makes model levelling relatively tedious, given that we have to use cross-checking 
methods to evaluate the operation.

It is then a cross-checking based on size (population or animals) and sectoral ’demand’ (water 
needs/inhabitant/day, water needs/Total needs, water needs/ irrigated ha, etc.), or the size of 
‘water production’ (daily production of communal centres). Operation is approached in a sketchy 
manner. Other hypotheses are taken into consideration in such evaluation when new apprecia-
tion elements are available with a view to presenting the most plausible operation estimates per 
aquifer and country.  

 UNINFORMED IMPORTANT FIELDS

Since it is an initialisation stage of the information system, the gathered data come from diverse 
sources:

formats are different; �

codification - when it exists - is heterogeneous; �

the information level differs from one country to another; �

many data are extracted from study documents (they are not then databases). �

For all these reasons, the collected data are not always compatible with the database structure. 
Consequently, some Fields remain uniformed.

Water point characteristics

Fields are defined to describe the borehole and the adopted solutions to characterise them.

Coordinates

Many boreholes with a withdrawal history have no coordinates. This excludes them from the  �
PM5 model, since they cannot have a grid number;

there are duplicates by coordinates: boreholes with different characteristics (identifier, name...)  �
but with similar coordinates. 

field description Adopted solution

noClas Water point identification number Manual codification

Code_aquif Code of the aquifer captured by water point GIS usage and request

nom_admin Administrative unit GIS usage

Code_usage Water point use Transformation request

Code_etat Water point status

Artesien Artesian drilling or not Request

Alt Water point altitude in meters DEM better resolution 90 meters
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Common geographic dataII.4. 

topography and basic mapsII.4.1. 

Since the launching of the IAS project, we were confronted with the need to have a topographic fund 
common to the entire lullemeden basin. This proved necessary to determine the system, especially 
that the hydrological limits are not necessarily uniform everywhere in the aquifer limits. The OSS 
developed the topographic map 
at 1/000000 (Fig.1)

The topographic fund adopted 
in this map is NGI. Thanks to it, 
a DEM was designed bringing 
together the topographical data 
of the Digital Word Chart (DWC) 
(Fig.2). The designed topographic 
map goes beyond the limits of 
the lullemeden basin. It extends 
between the standard parallels 
0 degree and 15 degree E and 
the standard parallels 10 degree 
and 22 degree N. This voluntar-
ily chosen extension is adopted 
to examine all the hypotheses on 
the aquifer hydraulic links of the 
lullemeden basin and the other 
adjacent basins like Lake Chad. 

The geographic information related to this topographic map is as follows:

hydrographic network: permanent water stream, temporary water stream, permanent wet- �
lands, temporary wetlands, lake;

contour line: main and secondary with a 100-m contour interval; �

spot height; �

main agglomerations: capital, county-town, main town of a department, main town in a subdivi- �
sion, secondary town;

roadway: main, secondary, railways, track; �

other signs: palm-tree, boreholes, halophytic vegetation, sea vegetation;  �

These layers are listed in the table below:

Topographic map of IAS at 1/1000000FIGURE 1 : 

Shp file name description type origin

hydrography.shp Hydrographic network Line DCW

fleuve_niger.shp The Niger River Polygon DCW

Villes_principales Main agglomerations Point DCW

Cnv_50_1-int.shp Contour line (50m equidistance) Line Topographic maps

Water_bodies.shp Lakes Polygon Topographic maps

dallols.shp Polygon Topographic maps

humide.shp wet lands Polygon Topographic maps

limite_zone Limits of the IAS zone Polygon OSS

routes.shp Main roads Line Topographic maps

pcote.shp Spot height point Topographic maps
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digital elevation model (dem)II.4.2. 

It is a file with an EsriGrid format made from GTOP030. It has a resolution of 30’’ arc. The kilo-
metric resolution, then, varies according to the latitude. The system of original coordinates is in 
decimal degrees on WGS84 ellipsoide. The altitude is expressed in meters from the sea average 
level.

This resolution does not allow for a very accurate terrain representation. The reconstitution of 
the boreholes altitudes, which are essential to piezometric processing, can provide exploitable 
results. 

hydrogeology (Aquifers)II.4.3. 

The hydrogeological layers displayed on the IAS maps are mainly:

the ‘boreholes’ which are directly linked to the DB and appear on the map following a specific  �
configuration at the point of geographic streamlining;

the ‘aquifer systems boundaries’ and mainly the two aquifer layers of the Continental Interca- �
laire (Ci) and Continental Terminal Continental (CT). These boundaries are established on the 
basis of a structural analysis which refers to data relating to surface geology, drillings, and 
geophysical studies;

the ‘faults’ or ‘major tectonic accidents’ are configured on map, on the basis of the available  �
documentation, particularly the tectonic map of Africa. This configuration is later validated by 
a location survey correlations between the mechanical drillings,

initial piezometric map: The map brings together all the previous piezometric measures or  �
those made in 1970. They are brought back to this date in order to represent the initial piezo-
metric status. This piezometry is related to the Sea General Level (NGM) by referring to the 
levelling of borehole altitude or the DTM in case local altitude measures are not available.

DEM in the IAS zoneFIGURE 2 : 
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CI initial piezometryFIGURE 3 : 

Initial piezometry of CTFIGURE 4 : 
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 FIGURE 5 : 
SAI geological map 

list of layers:

geologyII.4.4. 

The geological map of the IAS zone is designed at 1/ 2.000.000 by reference to different avail-
able geological documents; especially the geological map of Niger at ½ M and 1/1M, the geologi-
cal map of Nigeria at 1/0.5M and at other sheets of the geological map of Mali and Algeria at 
1/0.5M.

The map (Fig.5) was made in the framework of the project. It is a synthesis of the set of geological 
information on the outcrop of the different layers. It was useful to keep the maximum information, 
which is specific to the consulted documents (nomenclature of formations and sets), and make 
the required homogenisation in order to have a common legend. 

file name description type Source

failles.shp Faults Line Geological maps

extension_ci_sai.shp CI limits Polygon OSS

extension_ct_sai.shp CT limits Polygon OSS

Zonesderecharge_ci CI recharge areas Polygon OSS

Zonesderecharge_ct CT recharge areas Polygon OSS

piezo_ensemble-ci.shp CI initial piezometry Line OSS

piezo_ensemble-ct.shp CI initial piezometry Line OSS

transmissivites_ci_courb CI Transmissivity Line OSS
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list of layers for the geology theme:

The geological information set served to elucidate the IAS subsoil structure and identify the differ-
ent aquifer levels within the system. Thus, we could delimit, with a great deal of accuracy, the geo-
graphic extension of the layers and their distribution among the three aquifer-sharing countries. 
Similarly, the information was used for the accuracy of the vertical evolution of the layer thickness, 
which is a key datum for the hydrogeological model. The faults geographic localisation within IAS al-
lowed the delimitation of the different layers as well as the lateral discontinuities they experience.

Shp file description type Source

geol_iullumenden IAS geology Polygon OSS

Affl_ci_sai CI outcrop Polygon OSS

Affl_ct_sai CT outcrop Polygon OSS

Affl_plio-quat Plio-quaternary outcrop Polygon OSS

Cretace-sup Upper Cretaceous outcrop Polygon OSS

failles Faults Line Geological maps
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DESCRIPTION Of ISIASIII.  
The global organisational solution, which was defined to carry out the common information sys-
tem, is represented in the figure, below, describing collection process and data formatting. The 
process is based on the contribution of national teams to the data collection and selection re-
quired for the project so that it can be later shared by the three countries. 

The adoption of specific formats in the IAS common database requires the harmonisation and 
validation of these data. It is at this level that the OSS team intervenes to bring in its ‘know-how’ in 
light of the expected objectives and for the use of this information in the aquifer monitoring, design, 
and evaluation, and in underlying specific trends in the evolution of some climatic, hydrological or 
hydrogeological parameters. 

The IAS common database is hence designed as an element in a process of available information 
analysis and also as a tool to generate results for the Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis (TDA). 

Such objectives imposed the active participation of the countries’ technical teams in charge of the 
IAS water resources. This choice meant in turn that there was a need to provide training for these 
teams so as to enable them to take the responsibility of establishing and maintaining the system, 
and adapting it to national needs. The strategy of the gradual establishment of the IAS common 
information system named IASIS) is found in table 1:

total organisational solution of the IAS database:

This schema is an organisational solution of the common database instruction, as jointly approved 
with the national teams. It constitutes the approach for harmonising the national databases spe-
cific to the management and the follow up of water resources and is reflected by a broad similar 
architecture in three countries. On such basis, the task of the IAS underground water manage-
ment becomes more controllable. 

This database structure meets the needs of the basin’s management and can be easily adapted at 
the level of countries for monitoring purposes and more local and sector-oriented management. 

phase regional level national level

transboundary diagnostic 
Analysis (tdA) :

database•	

modelling•	

indicators•	

Establishment of the common 
georeferenced system (digital 
maps, DB and GIS)

Simulation model of the aquifer 
system operation

Aquifer monitoring improvement (new 
boreholes, piezometry, operation, and hydro-
chemistry)

database consolidation and gIS (manage-
ment performance, recovery of archival data 
and acquisition of new data)

for the Action Strategic pro-
gramme: 

 cooperation mechanism •	

monitoring network•	

concerted planning•	

Consultation framework 
(controlled management)

IAS monitoring network (deci-
sion aid)

monitoring indicators 

Development of water resources strategy

Better response to water demand

Conservation of aquifers and water usage  

Gradual establishment of ISIAS and its role in the evaluation of hydrogeological risksTABLE 1 : 
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the conceptual model of the IAS common database  (CMDB) responds to the following objec-
tives in the first place:

harmonisation of data  � in the three countries with the aim of ensuring a better understanding of 
the hydrodynamic functioning of the aquifer system whose one of the first applications is TDA;

collection of all the climatological, geological, hydraulic and hydrogeological data  � allowing 
for the design of a simulation model of the system which restores functioning, water results 
and exchanges according to the entries, exits and the incurred transformations;

collection of overall planning schemes, water demand by sector and vision of needs evolu- �
tion in order to set up forward-looking simulations, translated into the system future reactions 
according to pressures to which aquifers are subject, and hence concretise the SAP.

These objectives are translated into a set of ‘tables’, gathering the required information for the 
construction of a model representing the IAS aquifers, functioning and the different operating 
conditions. These tables should be interlinked by ‘links’ - on the basis of some identification codi-
fication to enable inter-table exchanges as well as the recovery of results and their grouping or 
superposition in thematic layers.

The links between the ‘Information System’ (GIS and common database) and the aquifer simula-
tion model will be subsequently examined within the framework of using the database information 
to generate hydrogeological models.

For such information system to be adopted as a decision aid tool, and for the IAS short-term and 
medium-term management, information updating procedures are defined at the same time as the 
access and privilege protocol of the different common database users.

Given that the immediate purpose of this information system is processing data to design a digital 
model, simulating the IAS operation, and to design water assessment report. The common da-
tabase was produced and validated with the countries, through an overall conceptual model that 
meets the objectives and approves hypotheses, conditions and rules, as agreed with the three 
countries (geographical extension, structural configuration, link with a hydrographic network...).

At the structural level, the countries opted for:

designing an IAS common database in view of an agreed management of the shared water  �
resources.
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adopting a structural schema of the common database in view of its mainstreaming in the  �
national DB to ensure water resources management and monitoring, given that this schema 
is specific to tasks and tolerates additions and modifications to meet the country’s needs. In 
fact, on the basis of the rules of ‘rational bases’, this system is extendable and adaptable and 
allows for data harmonisation and ensures its updating,

defining clear data updating procedures between partners. �

setting up a data securisation mechanism. �

Each time the structure of the IAS information system or its content is improved; the three coun-
tries benefit from them and are associated to them. They have plenty of scope to carry out the 
expected extensions at the national level in order to use the system as a water resources man-
agement tool. They are not called upon to bring uniformity to data which they judge to be neces-
sary to achieve the project objectives. 

In case of any modification, the adopted data updating mechanisms are based on the principle of 
replication which is provided in most of the DBMSs available on the market. During this project 
phase, it was thought to be more practical not to impose a given system securisation mechanism 
on the common database, but to opt for a mutual information exchange with reference to the 
OSS-run database copy until completing all the information implementation operations and their 
processing for the purposes of the hydrogeological model.

Technical choices and computer tools controlIII.1.  

The technical solution for operating the IAS information system software is adopted by accounting 
for the following points:

availability in the three countries’ public sector. �

implementation simplicity of control by the project national teams. �

formats and data exchange mode with the digital model. �

current technological trends. �

It is highly important that the used tools are easily accessible to water resources administrations 
technicians in charge of the IAS aquifer management. Since such new software is not available 
in the public sector, it would be very difficult for the IAS information system managers to obtain 
the required equipment and control its use at the appropriate time. There is no use to add new 
technological tools to the ones which proved little efficient after a few years (the case of Mali and 
Niger).

Implementation simplicity and control of information system management tools are two pre-
requisite conditions which facilitate its mainstreaming in the countries’ underground water man-
agement tools. For the project as well, it is highly important that this tool control is done over a 
long training period to be able to move to the planned applications.

the information system links with other applications, particularly the aquifers simulation model, 
are not negligible. Given the available data heterogeneity, exhaustive volume and the need for its 
geo-referenced processing. It is practically very difficult to ensure its analysis by modelising and 
resorting to manual data entry methods only. The information geo-referenced processing is a 
means to validate and process it. 

The information technology context at the project start (2004) was characterised by the growing 
strength of DBMS (office automation), thus bringing them closer to the real DBMS. This trend 
should not, therefore, be neglected to avoid being rapidly overtaken by technological evolution and 
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make it then possible for the newly adopted software to migrate to other more performing stor-
age media. For such reason, ACCESS was the right choice, and whose most recent version has 
interesting functionalities.

In its 2000 version, ACCESS has characteristics that allow it to manage databases whose volume 
is fairly important (up to 2 Go) in a network environment and even intranet.

It also has interesting functions such as:

replication  � allows for a central database update by regional databases. The data update by 
the country teams or the IAS project team is made with the help of a mechanism which syn-
chronizes the content of all databases and maintains data coherence;

concurrent data access �  in a multi-user environment;

an enhanced data securisation  � with the possibility of creating several groups with separate 
authorisations and access rights;

easy migration possibility  � to other more important systems such as SQL/SERVER by means 
of a simple utility programme delivered with the product. 

ACCESS was then chosen because the processing nature and the data volume managed by the 
IAS project do not require a more important DBMS. ACCESS is a component of OFFICE manage-
ment system and largely used in administrations. The three country teams have sufficient control 
of it to operate and administer the database it has generated. The selection of the other IAS infor-
mation management software was made on the same grounds.  

The selected IAS information management applications are:

DBMS:  � ACCeSS is selected for its use and control in the three countries, and its GIS interface. 
In addition, the 2000 version allows for an easy migration to SQL-SERVER, as planned by Niger 
whose WRI database evolved from Dbase III to ACCESS.

SIg software � : ARCVIEW was selected for easy use, power, perfect compatibility with ACCESS 
and fairly general use in the water resources field. Endowed with a strong development lan-
guage, it allows for the writing of customised utility programmes which are required by GIS 
links-mathematical models. The software is used in the water resources administration in the 
three countries participating in the project. The GIS ensuring the DB WRI graphic interface 
(of Niger) is Atlas GIS. The needs for geo-referenced cartographic documents highlighted the 
limits of the tool. Training sessions on ArcView are now in progress at the Water Resource 
Department (Niger) to get the WRI Base users acquainted with this tool, with the aim of mi-
grating from Atlas GIS to ArcView.

SpAtIAl AnAlySt �  extension under ArcView, aquired for carrying out interpolation and elab-
oration operations of iso-value maps.

Extension of  � ImAge AnAlySIS under ArcView, for processing of scanned maps and their 
digitisation.

With the help of these tools, the IAS information system is a performing data processing and 
management system. It lives on for several years on the basis of an exhaustive inventory of the 
processing procedures and the selected organisational mode.

IASIS general architectureIII.2.  

One of the characteristics of the adopted approach for establishing an IAS common database is 
the separation between data structure and data processing. 
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Put differently, to obtain an open and scalable information system, one should first forget about 
the processing procedures, which are subject to changes. The stress should then be put on the 
most stable data part by accurately understanding: 

information sets (entities); �

the nature of the existing links between these sets; �

the management guidelines associated with these entities.  �

Such approach allows for designing the closest possible representation of the perceived reality. 
It aims at producing a Data Conceptual Model (DCM) which synthesises the entities and the rela-
tions with the help of a formalism derived from the following planned rules:

a borehole can pick up 1 or many aquifers. �

a borehole at a given date provides a given yield. �

a borehole can serve many users. �

a user can be supplied by many boreholes. �

a borehole has a grid number within a space gridding.  �

The identification of relations between the different elements of the data model requires the greatest 
attention so that the applications deriving from it can meet the needs of the expected information.

The separation between data and processing is also reflected in establishing two distinct physical 
files: 

« SAI_DATA.MDB », data-only tables; �

and « SISAI.MDB » programmes with interface and processing modules. �

This structure offers the following advantages:

the possibility of use in a multi-user environment: ‘SAI_DATA.MDB’ on a server and ‘SISAI. �
MDB’ on a workstation;

a better system stability to guarantee openness and evolutivity. �

Database descriptionIII.3.  

On the basis of a relational database and considering the need to have a database to design a 
hydrogeological model and stimulate the operation of the lullemeden aquifer system, the database 
design is done with a structure where boreholes are a major key to access information. The gen-
eral database schema is designed in several interrelated ‘tables’ by univocal and multiple relations 
to process specific information. (Piezometry, rainfall, implementation...) A set of requests was 
designed to answer specific questions on the spatio-temporal distribution of information, in view 
of responding to a given application (ex: operation in a country from a water table during a certain 
period).

Forms have been used to enter the relevant information in the common DB in a format that allows 
for its adequate processing. These forms are also used to add or check information. These forms 
are required for harmonising information with different stored and processed origins. 

By referring to the options adopted by the representatives of the countries during the two work-
shops dedicated to the IAS common information system, it was convened that the IAS Database 
covered the following five thematic domains:

groundwater resources; �

surface water resources (and hydraulic infrastructures); �
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climatology; �

administrative units; �

groundwater resources users. �

ThE UNDERGROUND wATER FIELD INCLUDES ThE DATA whICh DESCRIBE:

hydraulic infrastructure implemented in the basin;•	

aquifer characteristics (name, identifier, area, direction, transmissivity, permeability, storage •	
coefficient, and so on);

measured piezometric data;•	

aquifer withdrawals;•	

recorded hydrochemical data; •	

completed isotope analyses;•	

hydrodynamic parameters;•	

zone geological information; •	

geophysical data. •	

ThE SURFACE wATER FIELD INCLUDES ThE FOLLOwING DATA whICh DESCRIBE:

hydraulic infrastructure (dams) implemented in the basin;•	

description of the aquifer watershed (name, identifier, area drainage density, runoff coeffi-•	
cient, slope);

water streams;•	

lakes;•	

list of hydrometric stations;•	

solid and liquid flows;•	

recorded hydrochemical data;•	

completed isotope analyses.•	

ThE CLIMATOLOGy FIELD INCLUDES ThE DATA whICh DESCRIBE:

climatological stations;•	

rainfall;•	

temperatures;•	

evapotranspiration. •	

ThE ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS FIELD INCLUDES DATA whICh DESCRIBE:

administrative subdivisions;•	

growth rate by period;•	

localities.•	

ThE wATER USERS FIELD INCLUDES DATA RELATING TO:

populations;•	

irrigated areas;•	

industrial zones;•	

domestic drinking water consumption;•	

agricultural consumption (Irrigation and livestock);•	
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industrial consumption.•	

Thus, an exhaustive list of the different entities, which should appear in the information system, 
was designed in collaboration with the country teams. This list takes into consideration:

immediate needs for the model; �

information evolution possibilities.; �

establishment of links between GIS and the database for data transfer and result restitution. �

db SchemaIII.3.1. 

The database schema is a conceptual model of data (CMD) during the design phase. This schema 
shows the central role of the ‘points’ table, which is linked to the identification table (country, 
hydrodynamic aspects, works type, Admin, etc.) and variable tables (geology, quality, piezometry, 
exploitation, Aquifers, usages, and so on). The relations which link the ‘points’ table to the other 
tables can be univocal (1 to 1) or multiple (1 to many).

The detailed structure of tables is provided in appendix 1.

relationel modelIII.3.2. 

The relational model is based on the principle that the DBMS is structured on a set of ‘tables’, each 
one of which includes a set of ‘fields’, and that the whole set is run by defined relations without any 
confusion or ambiguity. The accomplishment of the relational model is a phase which paves the 
way for implementing a CDM on SGBD. According to the nature of relations, and on the basis of 
the cardinalities originating from the management guidelines, transit procedures are applied (OSS 
2003). The relational model is tested, in each table and for the set of tables, in view of defining the 
different relations between the ‘field’ and the tables enabling combination and data processing.

IAS Data base architectureFIGURE 6 : 
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The nature of relations linking the two entities can be summed up as follows:

CASE NO. 1: RELATION « 1-1 » TO « 0-N »

The relation shows the fact that administrative regions have zero or many boreholes. Consequent-
ly, a borehole forcibly belongs to one administrative region.

CASE NO. 2 : RELATION « 0-N » TO « 1-N »

Between the ‘Borehole’ and ‘User’ entities, the link can be formulated as follows:

The same borehole can be supplied by one or many boreholes. As for the user, he can be supplied 
by one or many boreholes.

CAS NO. 3 : RELATION « 0-N » TO « 0-N »

Here the relation ‘captures’ itself includes attributes or properties.

The rules which govern a DBMS meet the following requirements:

all the entities become tables and their attributes fields. �

for the associations of the type ‘1-n’, the identifier of the major entity migrates to the second- �
ary entity.

If we take the example illustrating case no 1, the transition to a relational model leads to establish-
ing two tables: ‘borehole’ and ‘Region Admin’. The ‘borehole’ table must include a supplementary 
field i.e. ‘code_region’ in order to establish the relation between the two tables.

the associations such as ‘1-n’, ‘1-n’ (case no 2) are processed as follows: �

apply rule 1•	

set up a third table including as an attribute the keys of the two other tables.•	

The example of the case number 3 shows that in addition to the setting up of tables ‘water point’ 
and ‘users’, a third table ‘use’ including the identifiers of the first two is set.

The association bringing in information (case number 3) is processed the following way: �

the associations derive from the tables.•	

BOREhOLE

Borehold_Id
Name

USer

Id_utilisateur
Name

0-n 1-n
Uses

BOREhOLE

Borehold_Id
Name

AQUIfer

Id_Aquifer
Name

0-n 0-n
CAptUreS

Prof_start
Prof_end

BOREhOLE

Borehold_Id
Name

regIon AdmIn

Code_region
Name

1-1 0-n
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for the keys, apply the previous rules.•	

The result is identical to case number n°2, except that the resulting intermediary table includes 
the attributes ‘prof_deb’ and ‘prof_fin’ in addition to the identifier.

tablesIII.3.3. 

In this type of database organisation, the tables are grouped according to specific similarities 
(piezometry, exploitation, rainfall, and so on). They are the means to bring together the countries’ 
data under one section to ensure critical analysis, harmonisation and use or exchange, through 
the established links. The tables are basic entities for data updating and processing. They must 
respond to specific formats in which data and the searched aspects can be displayed.

The IAS common database tables consist of two parts: 

an identification part which includes data allocation to a geographical origin or an aquifer level  �
(country, administration, Ci or CT...);

a variable part which allows one to assess the timely values of the considered variable (opera- �
tion, piezometry...) in space and time.

The combination of certain fields or columns of two or many tables makes it possible to extract a 
new table to refer to these common keys. The following table provides the main hydrogeological 
tables of the IAS common DB.

name Signification type

Admin
First-level administrative unit (department, province) of some significance for 
the distribution of different thematic variables (population, livestock, boreholes, 
operation...)

Attached

Inflow Includes the supply values in m3/s by grid. It completes the ‘operation’ table for 
computing flow by grid. Attached

Aquifer Natural entity (aquifer, groundwater Bering) delimited in space and according to 
hydrogeological criteria. This is an evaluation and resource management unit. Attached

topographic 
map

Geographical reference of spatial localisation corresponding to a sheet in 
delimiting the map, on which the inventoried borehole is located according to its 
geographic coordinates. The identifier of this entity consists of the scale and the 
map number.

Attached

Config Table including the application configuration parameters Local

gIS layers List of attributes of GIS layers used by the application Local

States Different states of a borehole (operated, non-operated). Attached

exp_tmp Temporary table used for Excel data import Local

operation Withdrawals history. The access key is made up of the borehole identifier fol-
lowed by the measurement date. Attached

hydrodynamics History of borehole hydrodynamic parameters Attached

geology Geological description of the formations tapped by a borehole Attached

gridding Model grid attributes Attached

objet_works Borehole object at the realisation time (reconnaissance, operation...) Attached

Country List of countries which share the SAI aquifer system Attached

piezometry History of piezometric levels. The access key is made up of the borehole identi-
fier followed by the measurement date. Attached

points Goundwater catchment works which can be a borehole, a well, a conter-well, a 
spring, a piezometer. Attached

: List of IASIS_DATA tablesTABLE 2 : 
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name nature description

Verif_history operation horizontal Withdrawals by borehole and year for a given aquifer

depth statistics Minimal, average, and maximum borehole depth by 
aquifer

Sum of withdrawals by country Total withdrawals by country for a given year

Sum of withdrawals by country in 1970 Withdrawals by model grid in 1970 (reference year)

total withdrawals by administrative unit and 
year

Withdrawals two-way frequency table by administra-
tive unit and year.

total annual withdrawals by administrative 
unit

Table providing for a given year withdrawals and 
borehole number by aquifer.

Withdrawals by works type and aquifer Table providing, by aquifer and by given year, the 
withdrawals distributed by borehole type.

Withdrawals by administratie unit and works 
type

Table providing, by administrative unit and for a given 
year, the withdrawals distributed by water point type

points with coordinates List of water points with coordinates

points without operation List of water points with an operation history

requestsIII.3.4. 

Requests constitute a stage in the data processing which allows the generation of new tables 
with data processed or formatted on the basis of two or many tables. They are divided into two 
categories:

system requests  � which are requests used by the application, either by other requests or 
by modules or forms. They should not, then, in any case be deleted or modified;

information requests  � which translate the spatio-temporal distribution of the various vari-
ables.

By combining data with requests, one can extract information which would be difficult to obtain by 
manual processing. Similarly, it is easier to represent information in a graphic or geo-referenced 
way for correlation or comparison purposes. Requests are answers to elementary questions on 
general data or parts of it. Saving request results facilitates their use in new requests or repre-
sentations. 

Table 3 gives examples of requests which were made in the framework of the IAS data processing 
to answer certain questions relating to operation and piezometry.

The requests whose nature is ‘system’ are requests used for the application, either by other re-
quests, or by modules or forms. They should not, therefore, be deleted or modified in any case.

Quality Records of chemical analysis results. The access key is made up of the borehole 
identifier followed by the measurement date. Attached

tmp_measure-
ments Temporary table used by the form accompanying the flow measurements. Local

tmp_piezo Temporary table used by the form accompanying the level measurement. Local

types_works List of works type (borehole, well, spring…) Attached

Uses List of possible borehole uses (domestic supply, irrigation, tourism…) Attached

Table 2 (suite): List of IASIS_DATA tables
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List of requestsTABLE 3 : 

points with at least two piezo measurements List of water points with at least two level measure-
ments

the longest piezometric series
Table by administrative unit providing the number of 
points with at least two level measurements, and a 
year interval between the measurements.

pm5_observ System List of water points and their piezometry. Used for 
PM5

pm5 boreholes System List of water points with an aquifer code, coordinates 
and number of level measurements. Used by PM5

piezometers by cell Piezometers list of by PM5 grid. Extracts the colu-
mns: aquifer, line, column and number of water points

piezo distinct System List of piezometers (water points with at least a level 
measurement)

number of points by aquifer Table providing the number of water points by aquifer

number of points with operation Table providing, by administrative unit, the number of 
water points with a withdrawal history

Withdrawals history Two-way frequency table of withdrawals by water 
point over the period (1956- current year)

records of withdrawals by cell System List of PM5 grid with the sum of annual withdrawals. 
Used for the preparation of PM5 files

records of withdrawals by aquifer Two-way frequency table of withdrawals by aquifer for 
each year. Used for the period (1965-current year)

piezometry history
Two-way frequency table providing the piezometry list 
by aquifer with the level value for the period (1959-
current year)

piezometric level records Two-way frequency table of the levels by water point 
on the period (1959-current year)

operation history by grid System
Two-way frequency table providing year, number of 
PM5 layer, grid (line and column). Used for PM5 
preparation

np Altitude history Two-way frequency table of the piezometric altitudes 
by water point for the period (1959-current year)

histo_Withdrawals
List of water points grouped by aquifer with coordi-
nates and the annual withdrawals value. Used at the 
time of flow measurements entry.

histo_Withdrawals_by_aquifer

Same with preceding request, but the user must 
enter the aquifer system. The list concerns the 
given aquifer only. Used for the entry of a set of flow 
measurements

histo_piezo System
List of water points grouped by aquifer with coordi-
nates and the annual value level. Used at the time of 
entry of a set of level measurements

histo_piezo_by_water table
Ibid, but the list concerns the aquifer code provided 
by the user. Used at the time of entry of a set of level 
measurements

operation distinct System List of water points with at least one withdrawal 
measure

operation without_coord System List of water points with at least two withdrawal 
measurements

Withdrawals evolution by administrative unit 
and aquifer. System Two-way frequency table providing withdrawals by 

administrative unit for the period (1956-current year)

two piezo measurements System
Two-way frequency table providing water points with 
the number of measurements by period (before and 
after 1990)
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formsIII.3.5. 

Forms are used to harmonise the data formatting to be included in the database. They are elabo-
rated according to formats which facilitate entry, data processing and the display of results with the 
aim of securing its validation without any error risk. The prior docking of field formats for the intro-
duction of data and the formatting of the various fields offers a fairly complete graphic vision of the 
whole data entry process and information processing.

Forms should not under any circumstance be modified or deleted. They constitute the formal aspect 
of data or information formatting design, thus allowing data sorting and formatting.

name description

Welcome Welcome screen which appears at the opening of the application.

db_SgIg modal Main form connecting DB, GIS and PM5. It mainly allocates a grid  number to the 
water point. 

layer control A form allowing the display and the operation of the parameters relevant to the 
cartographic display in the ‘Main’ form.

general data A form meant to display and modify the information set concerning a water point.

operation chart Meant to display the chart of a set of samples. Referred to as the ‘General Data’ 
form.

nS chart Meant to display the chart of a set of static levels. Referred to as the ‘General data’ 
form.

piezometric graph Meant to display the chart of a set of piezometric levels. Referred to as ‘General 
data’ form

Import_flow_without in-
terpolation

A form allowing the choice of an Excel file containing flows and importing them to 
DB.

Import_levels A form allowing the choice of an Excel file including levels and importing them to DB.

measures_of yield Display, modification and creation of a run of extracted flows.

piezo_measures Display, modification and creation of a run of levels.

parm_gridding A form meant to enter the parameters and create a PM5 gridding. Referred to as 
the ‘DB GIS Model’ form.

pre-model Used for the preparation of the necessary files for the PM5 model (for the perma-
nent and the transitory)

main
An explorer allowing the display of the DB contents. In addition to the display in list 
view mode, it allows the cartographic display without exiting the ACCESS environ-
ment.

recharge A form for entering the recharge values on a map. These values are stored in the 
DB and used at the time of PM5 files preparation.

Search by noclas Dialog box allowing the selection of a water point with its own number. If a selection 
is made, the ‘General data’ form displays the data of that point.

aquifer_piezo System List of water points with at least a piezometric 
measure with an aquifer code and measure year

aquifer_operation List of water points with at least a withdrawal measu-
rement  with an aquifer code and measurement year

supply by grid
Two-way frequency table providing the aquifer, grid 
(line and column) and the supply value. Used at the 
time of the PM5 files preparation.

field information rate Table showing the information rate of the most 
important fields of the ‘points’ table 

Table 3 (suite) List of requests
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Interface descriptionIII.4. 

The application has a general menu which calls on the available functions:

data updating:  � entry, modification of relevant water point information and associated histo-
ries;

display:  � surfing through the database contents and GIS;

links with pm5:  � access to the pre-model processing functions (entry file preparation  
and their transfer to PM5).

The menu looks like the following:

data updatingIII.4.1. 
This option is meant to give access to the functions of data entry and updating: integrating new 
data, correcting existing data... It concerns the set of basic water point information:

General features: identification, localisation, hydraulic features �

annual abstraction time series of water point. �

Water level time series of water point. �

water quality data time series  �

Three submenus are available for this option:

 wATER POINT FEATURES

This option calls on a form which clusters the set of information on a given water point

List of formsTABLE 4 : 

piezometric sub-form Sub-form attached to the ‘General data’ form allowing the display of the history of 
current water points levels.

p run_ subform Sub-form dependent on ‘Piezo Measurements’.

d run_ subform Sub-form dependent on ‘Flow measures’.

exploit sub-form Sub-form attached to the ‘General data’ form allowing the display of the history of 
the current water point levels.

hydro sub-form Sub-form attached to the ‘General data’ form allowing the display of hydrodynamic 
data of the current water point.

Quality sub-form Quality data sub-form

Update Visualisation PM5 links

Explorer

ArcView project

Grid generation

Recharge introducing

Transfer to PM5

Water point charasteristics

Excel import

Measurement campagne
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This form consists of a header area with tabs with each corresponding to an information category. 
The header area is used to:

select the water point for which we wish to display data or modify them; �

enter the code and the name of the water point to be created. �

In the case of display/modification, the pink-coloured text area allows the display of the water point 
number on which the anchor, which browses the table ‘points’, is set. The keys located at the bot-
tom of the form allow for moving from one record to another according to the ascending order of 
water point identification numbers.

If the user wishes to have access to a water point whose identification number he knows, he 
just clicks on the key       which displays a dialogue box allowing the selection of the water point 
identification number (fig .8):

The scrolling list displays all the numbers and names of the existing water points in the database 
to select one of them. We can also type one or many characters that make up the water point 
key. Each time a character is provided, the system searches and sets on the key which starts with 
the typed character(s).

Form for water point feature entryFIGURE 7 : 

Water point search dialog boxFIGURE 8 : 
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In order to validate the selection and set the selected water point, click on 

Otherwise, click on the ‘Cancel’ key. In this case, the cursor remains on the position preceding the 
display of the dialog box.

In the case of the creation of a new point, the procedure is as follows:

click on the key           � to set it on creation mode. At this moment, the text field is empty.

type the new water point code to be integrated. �

complete the remaining information concerning this water point. �

Data save is automatic. There is no need to look for a key or a menu option to save the modifica-
tions. Nevertheless, to cancel a modification, click on the ‘esc’ key.

 ThE ‘ChARACTERISTICS’ TAB

It consists of basic information such as water point identification or localisation.

types point: scrolling list which provides the content of the ‘point_types’ table. i.e. the following 
values:

If one wants to include an inexistent value (new value), one should add it to the ‘types_points’ table. 
The scrolling list will automatically propose it at the next activation..

Country: The scrolling list displays the country where the water point is located (Niger, Mali or 
Nigeria). Similarly, if one wants to incorporate another country (in case the IAS project is extended 
to other countries), just add it to the ‘Country’ table.

Administrative unit: The scrolling list provides the list of departments or provinces located in the 
IAS zone. Only the administrative units belonging to the selected countries are shown (preceding 
field).

The list of available administrative units is the following (‘Admin’ table):
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localisation : locality or place where the water point is located. It is a free text.

realisation_year: Year of realisation of the water point on the basis of four positions. A control is 
being entered to validate the value. The validity condition is the following:

  «  Year	≥	1900	and		≤	current	year »

Altitude: water point altitude in meters. 

drilled depth: drilled depth of the works in meters.

equipped: tick the box to show if the water point is equipped or not.

equipped_depth: refers to the equipped depth in meters, if the water point is equipped (preceding 
field).

Aquifer: scrolling list allows for the selection of the aquifer captured by the water point. The pos-
sible values derive from the ‘Aquifer table’ whose content is the following (‘name’ column):

Status : water point status. The possible values of the scrolling list are extracted from the ‘Status’ 
table.

The list can be extended by the addition of other items to the ‘Status’ table. This operation, how-
ever, should be done by the DB administrator only.

exploitable maximum quantity: maximum exploitable water point flow in l/s.

Artesian : box to tick showing whether a water point is artesian or not.

Use : scrolling list allowing the selection of the category of water point users. The values are ex-
tracted from the ‘Usages’ table.

Ma = Mali
Ng = Nigeria
Ni = Niger
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Sl: static level in meters at the time of water point creation.

geological formation: name of the captured formation by the water point. In this version, it con-
sists of a free text.

remarks: miscellaneous comments on the water point. The maximum length is 60 letters.

longitude: water point longitude in decimal points. The decimal part should have at least 5 numbers.

latitude: water point latitude in decimal points. The decimal part should have at least 5 numbers.

X_Lambert : X in meters, in the Niger zone II Lambert system.
Y_Lambert : Y in meters, in the Niger zone II Lambert system.

The  Lambert geographic conversion procedure – is described in the chapter on GIS.

 ‘FILE hISTORy’ TAB 

This tab is devoted to the display, modification or creation of set of annual samples related to a 
water point. It is a sub-form made up of three columns.

Description of columns:

year � : year when the withdrawal was observed. A control is made thanks to the condition ‘year 
included between the year of the water point realisation and the current year’;

Annual yield � : total annual withdrawal in m3;

Information_origine � : Information source.

One can display the chart showing the set by clicking on the Graph key   

This leads to the display of the following window:

Withdrawal data entry formFIGURE 9 : 
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By double clicking on the graph, it is possible to modify the latter’s attributes: graph type, titles, 
colours, and so on.

Closing the graph window is done by clicking on the CLOSE key

 ‘LEVEL hISTORy’ TAB

This tab is used for the display, the modification or the creation of a set of levels attached to the 
current water point (the one which is displayed in the header). It is also a sub-form which includes 
the following columns:

year_measurement (ym) � : year of measurement;

Sl � : static level in meters (negative sign if artesian);

p_Alt �  : piezometric altitude in meters. This column is calculated either with the help of the 
water point Z and NS, or directly entered.

Info_origine �  : source of information.

Operation graphFIGURE 10 : 

Level entry formFIGURE 11 : 
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It is possible display the PL graphics (piezometric levels) and SL (static levels) by clicking on the 
keys ‘np graph’ or ‘Sl graph’.

 ‘QUALITy hISTORy FILE’ TAB

This page contains quality data. 

This is also a sub-form containing the following columns:

date: Analysis date

ph: pH values

eC: Electrical conductivity (Us/cm) at 250 °C

temp: Temperature in C.

Ca: Calcium in mg/l

mg: Magnesium mg/l

K: Potassium mg/l

fe++: Iron

mn: Manganese mg/l

na: Sodium mg/l

hCo
3

2: Bicarbonates

Co
3
: Carbonates

Ci: Chlorine

no
3
: Nitrates in mg/l

So
4
: Sulphate in mg/l

14C: Carbon 14 (pmc)
13C: Carbon 13 (pmc)

file_name_source : file name from which data are imported.

 ExCEL IMPORT

This option allows the automatic import of available data into Excel format. This concerns the 
withdrawal and level data.

Quality data entry formFIGURE 12 : 
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For each of the two cases, an Excel spreadsheet (model document) is developed. These models 
should be observed so that the system can read the data.

 IMPORT OF ABSTRACTION TIME SERIES FILES 

By selecting the ‘Withdrawal history file’ option, the following form (Fig.13) prompts: 

By clicking on the ‘Start’ key, data importing from the selected file starts. A gauge shows the evolu-
tion rate of the procedure which terminates with an end of processing message.

The Excel document must absolutely have the following format:

Country_Code � : « Ma », « Ni » or « Ng ».

noclas � : water point identification number.

name � : water point name.

type � _Code: water point type code (see table ‘Works _types).

Aquif_Code � : aquifer code (see table ‘aquifer’).

dec_long � : longitude in decimal degrees (5 decimal numbers at least).

dec_lat � : latitude in decimal degrees (5 decimal numbers at least).

Excel data import formFIGURE 13 : 

Code_
Pays Noclas Nom Code_

Type
Code_
Aquif Long_dec Lat_dec Nom_

Admin 1955 1956 …. 2004

Type of Excel model document for abstractionsTABLE 5 : 
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Admin_name � : administrative unit.

The following columns should include the withdrawal values, the column headers being years of 
measurement.

The import procedure follows this rule:

if the water point exists in the DB, its data are replaced by the ones found in the Excel docu-•	
ment (‘points’ and ‘tables’);

otherwise, a new water point is created in the ‘•	 points’ table with the attributes read in the 
Excel file. The file history is added to the ‘operation’ table.

 LEVEL hISTORy IMPORT

The procedure relating to the import of the level history file is similar to the one for the abstrac-
tions. The Excel file format is also similar to the withdrawals ones.

 MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS

It is a functionality (Fig.14) developed in the framework of the ‘Djeffara3’ project which will facilitate 
periodic data updating without going through the Excel files. This option is particularly useful when 
a measurement network is set up. Flows (withdrawals) and levels are submitted to the same 
processing.

By selecting the water table, the application extracts the set of water points capturing the ground-
water, with coordinates and withdrawal values for the first year of available measures in the DB.

The user can extract data for the set of available years:

either by using the Spin  � key with which can increment or decrement the year.

or by typing the year in the text zone. �

At this time a query application is launched and the data obeying the criterion are displayed.

3 The Djeffara project is realised under the SASS II between 2003 and 2006. He focused on the hydrogeological study 
with modeling of the aquifer system of the Tunisian-Libyan Djeffara

  

Display and entry of a flow measurement campaignFIGURE 14 : 
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The ‘Data Modification’ key   allows access to the withdrawal data to correct them.

The cursor is set on the withdrawal values so that it can ultimately modify them. When the correc-
tions are completed, the user can:

save the modifications by clicking on the ‘Save’ key. �

cancel them by clicking on the ‘Close’ key. �

It is possible to enter a new campaign (New Year) by clicking on the ‘Entry of new campaign’ key       

In this case, the application requests the user to enter the year for which he wishes to introduce 
the flows.

Note that the application displays a value by default in the text zone. This value is equal to the cur-
rent year incremented to 1.

data displayIII.4.2. 

Data display is secured in the IAS common database, thanks to the explorer, either by tabular 
mode, or cartographic mode.

 ThE ExPLORER

It allows for water point data display and search, according to various criteria. Two display 
modes are possible:

tabular mode 

The displayed data are digital values presented in the form of a listview (Fig.15).
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One can choose to sort data:

by country and administrative unit; �

by aquifer and water point type. �

This is done by scrolling the choice list of the browsing key to select one 
of the two criteria.

The by-default display is done by administrative unit.

Cartographic mode

In this mode, the listview 
is replaced by a carto-
graphic window which 
displays the GIS ground 
layers on which the wa-
ter points are super-
posed. The data repre-
sentation of the latter is 
done from the ‘points’ 
table; that is to say, the 
potential modifications 
of the water point coor-
dinates  automatically 
affect the window card.

The toolbar allows for performing the following basic GIS software tasks:

Customized zoom (rectangle with the help of the mouse)

Exploration window (cartographic mode)FIGURE 16 : 

  

Exploration window (tubular mode)FIGURE 15 : 
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1.5 highlighted zoom. Select the key and click once on the card window.

 0.5 highlighted zoom. Select the key and click once on the card window.

 Panning (moving and re-centring on a zone). Works when a zoom-in has been made

Full extension: 100% zoom (display of all the layers in the card window)

          Water point identification. By clicking on a water point, the ‘General Data’ form is loaded with 
information on the selected water point.

Control of layers (change the layer display attributes). By clicking on this key, the  following 
form is displayed:

The ‘Visible’ box to tick allows for displaying the selected layer or not.

The ‘label’ box to tick is used to display or not the labels concerning the selected layer. The dis-
played text depends on the configuration (see table ‘GIS layers’). To change the text which appears 
as a label, this table should be opened and the ‘chp-label’ value should be modified.

Caution: The field should first be available in the allotted table linked to the layer.

The ‘colour’ key allows for modifying the display colour of the selected layer. By clicking on the key, the 
dialog box of colour choice prompts and one can choose the display colour of the selected layer.

Dialog box for layer controlFIGURE 17 : 
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Important: These changes are valid only during the session and are not then saved.

 ARCVIEw PROjECT

The key         allows for loading ArcView and the main project containing the set of layers in order 
to possibly modify them or do layouts.

links with the pm5 simulation modelIII.4.3. 

This option is used to perform the data preparation tasks for the PM5 hydro-geological simulation 
model:

allocating a grid number to all the water points inside the zone; �

recharge entry; �

creation of PM5 documents for keying and simulations. �

 DB – GIS – MODEL INTERFACE

The advantage of resorting to specific databases in the case of aquifer systems shared by two or 
more countries is to use this tool as an elementary means to harmonise and homogenise data. 
Through the links established between this database and the models, the required data for model 
setting and operation are directly channelled from the DB to the model. In addition, the model 
processing results can be directly restored to the DB without any risk of alteration or distortion. 
On the other hand, the links between the DB and GIS make it possible to recover data from the da-
tabase as well as the model results to secure exits and graphic or cartographic representations

The elaboration of these links is the shared task of the IASIS computer manager and the aquifer 
system modelling engineer. These links meet the requirements of the different functionalities in 
both digital systems and facilitate establishing an integrated data processing and management 
system, leading to the development of decision making products for aquifer system managers. 

 GRIDDING GENERATION

The module (Fig.18) is used to make the following processing operations:

generate a grid; �

give a cell number to  �
waterpoints;

make verifications of  �
the withdrawals per 
cell.

procedure

When we select an aquifer, 
the programme displays the 
corresponding GIS layer, fol-
lowed by the set of points 
belonging to the aquifer.

Secondly, we display the 
model gridding. We can 
open an existent gridding 
(search for it in the \lulle-
meden\GIS\ document) or create a new one.

Form for generating gridding and ‘points’-‘model’ linkFIGURE 18 : 
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If we click on the ‘new gridding’ option, the key is activated. This key is used to load a dialog box in 
order to enter the new parameters for the gridding to be created :

Significance of the form fields:

X origine: X of the origin of gridding in the Lambert south coordinate system.

y origine: Y of the origin of gridding in the Lambert south coordinate system.

X nb of griddings: gridding number by X axes (lines).

y nb of griddings: Gridding number by Y axes (columns.

Angle: Gridding orientation . 

Size: Gridding size in meters.

gridding limits: Polygon-type extension if we want to cut off the gridding (optional).

Shp file: SHP file access path and name which will be developed (‘grd_map’ by default). We can, 
however, provide another name). Note that the name used in the programmes is ‘gridding’. 

Open an existing grid

Create a new grid

Remove the grid from the map 
window

Add grid number in the cor-
responding field in the table 
«points» (all water points in the 
selected aquifer) 

Form for entering the parameters of a new griddingFIGURE 19 : 
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We can enter the file access path 
and name in the text zone or click 
on the key     which displays 
the file saving dialog box.

The ‘Start’ key triggers the grid-
ding generation module execu-
tion.

Allocation of gridding numbers

This functionality is used to update 
the ‘points’ table by entering infor-
mation in the ‘grid’ column. This is 
done by clicking on the key ‘Updat-
ing grid numbers                          

A geographical processing is therefore launched which affects at each water point the grid number 
in which it is located.

Checking tasks

In addition to the usual functionalities of the GIS software (Zoom, Pan,), the toolbar has additional 
keys whose task is to help the user with data control during the model keying stage.

T h e        key activates the grid selection on the drawing. 

By clicking on a grid, its colour changes.  

Its grid number and the corresponding 
PM5 number are displayed at the same 
time as the water point list located in 
the grid:

One can also select a grid if one knows its PM5 number by clicking on the  key.

The following dialog box prompts:

Grid sequential number. This is the value that identifies the 
grid.

List of water points belonging to the selected grid. By dou-
ble-clicking on a point, the ‘General Data’ prompts and one 
can consult or edit the data.
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By clicking on ‘OK’, one obtains the same result as a selection on the card window (grid colour 
change and list of the included points).

 REChARGE ENTRy

The ‘Recharge Entry’ option launches the following form (Fig. 20):

At the launch of the form, the zone hydrographical stream is displayed. 

procedure

Choose an aquifer. At this moment, the corresponding layer is loaded then added to the card  �
window.

Open the gridding. �

Enter the values: �

by point (one single grid),•	

by line (set of cell intersecting with the line),•	

by polygon (set of grids touching the polygon).•	

toolbar

 Displays the selected cell number (PM5 number),

 Creates a point. The cell is highlighted. To enter its recharge value, click right. A dialog box prompts:

Form for recharge graphic entry FIGURE 20 : 
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Enter the recharge value in the text zone and click on ‘oK’ to validate or ‘cancel’. 

This value is allocated to the grid that was clicked. The point is also added to the GIS layer.

 Creates a line by moving the mouse and clicking to add a vertex. To end, double click. At this 
moment, all the grids which intersect with this line are highlighted (magenta colour).

 Draws a polygon: each click adds a vertex. To end, double click. 

 Allows for selecting a set of points by drawing a polygon. Once the polygon is drawn with the 
help of some vertexes, all the recharge points are highlighted (in magenta).

 Allows for selecting a recharge point. This point is displayed in magenta.

In performing one of these selections, two keys are displayed in the right part of the form:

 TRANSFERT TO PM5

This last option allows for automatically generating the WEL and OBS documents in order to start 
PM5 by using the information stored in the DB (Fig. 21). 

The form displays the list of water points having at least two-level values, so that they can ulti-
mately be transferred to the ‘PMWIN5000_BOR_FILE’ file’ (This will make it possible to compare 
the two observed levels and those quantified by PM5).

Displays a dialog box. The text zone contains the old value 
that can be modified.

Deletes the point and the corresponding saving in the ‘re-
charge’ table.

PM5 data transfer formFIGURE 21 : 
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displayed columns

noClas: water point identification number.

name: Water point names.

X_lamb: X Lambert in meters.

y_lamb: Y Lambert in meters.

Aquifer: aquifer code where the water point is located.

nobs: Number of measure levels made on the water point.

By clicking on the key    the application launches a request which allows for listing the 
model grids and the set of water point flows which they contain:

Significance of the displayed columns 

year: Year of measurement.

layer: Layer number (TC=1; IC=2).

line: Grid line number.

Column: Grid column number. 

flow: Flow value (sum of water point flows).

As soon as the list is displayed, the ‘Staring year’ and ‘ending year’ text zones are activated. 
Once informed about the period (starting and ending years) and by clicking on ‘OK’, the application 
shows a file saving dialog box.

The user enters a new file name or selects an existing file (Caution: the one which is going to be 
crashed). By clicking on ‘Open’, the application starts to generate a file containing the flow values 
by grid. These values constitute the algebraic sum ‘recharge-Withdrawal’.
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CONTENT SyNThESIS (DB AND gIS)IV. 
The project has made it possible to collect, format and homogenise the set of existing IAS infor-
mation. In fact, a relational, coherent, and scalable database structure allowing for an easy data 
processing was set up at the level of the three countries.

Among the most important benefits of the established system, one can cite:

a common database for the whole basin: structure, codification, processing procedures. �

the country experts properly master the operational tools, thus facilitating the continuous  �
system updating and modernising.

a common geographic reference shared by the three countries: projection system, basic   �
layers, DEM…

For once, the set of information specific to the IAS aquifer is harmonised and shared by the three 
administrations managing the basin water resources. This information is accessible in forms fa-
cilitating direct exploitation and is adapted to modelling. 

This information is thus used to help with decision making on basin water resource development 
planning. Its adaptation to mapping at the catchment area scale, as well as the possibilities of its 
processing for the IAS aquifer hydrodynamic operation simulation, provides it with an added value 
in relation to its status in the three countries’ national databases. 

 The common databaseIV.1.  

The IAS common database is the central element of the information system of this hydrogeologi-
cal entity. Thus, it is a link in the components of the decision aid system for consultations between 
the three countries with a view to securing the best management and planning of the basin water 
resources. After describing in detail the structure in the previous chapter, we shall now deal with 
the contents, i.e. the set of data collected either by the country teams or the OSS team.

 Water point characteristicsIV.1.1. 

The building up of a common IAS database structure on the ‘water point’ is justified by the impor-
tance and the information diversity to which it is attached. The ‘water point’ in its most general 
sense (climatologic station, gauging sites, catchment area or groundwater exploitation) is an es-
sential key in accessing information in its spatio-temporal reference. Special significance is given, 
according to data tables, to the water points related to underground water, given that the IAS 
aquifers are the subject matter of a major analysis targeted by hydrogeological risks. These water 
points (wells, drillings, boreholes, sources, etc.) are the access point to the physical and hydraulic 
knowledge on these aquifers. The other water points specific to the identification of climate or 
hydrologic data enable us to better grasp the water exchanges between the aquifer system and 
its environment. 

The total number of water points collected and included in the ‘points’ table of the IAS common 
DB is 17.171. This number mainly deals with:

drillings and wells collected by the three administrations managing basin water resources.; �
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drillings having served for geological treatment whose major part is gathered in the countries  �
and the additional part is drawn from the available studies;

other developed water points, such as oil boreholes, because they provide useful information  �
to aquifer knowledge like transmissivity, water quality data, data on the piezometric level of 
water tables and water points…

The accumulation of such information does not miss reflecting some redundancies resulting from 
the diverse data collection sources. This is the price to pay to have all the available data and useful 
information in the DB. One of the tasks of information updating, implemented within the project’s 
framework, is to analyse and process data with the aim of avoiding redundancies and harmonising 
the proper presentation formats.

The entry systematisation and data harmonisation meant that several common DB fields were 
informed:

automatically: administrative unit (by GIS), grid... �

by request: usage code, country, sce_year. �

This resulted in duplicating identified water points under different codes while referring to the 
same geographical areas. It is only through an extended information analysis that it becomes pos-
sible to identify such duplication and limit the attached errors.

 DISTRIBUTION By ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

The geographical information distribution is a basic option which allows its subsequent identifica-
tion given that this approach is the one used by the administration to classify water points and 
follow up water resources in these aquifers. The choice of the basic administrative unit is dictated 
by the country’s adopted administrative classification, while bearing in mind the need for scale 
harmonisation among countries to avoid providing too many details or lacking accuracy in the data 
restitution for the different applications used within the project’s framework. Given the basin size, 
it was decided to use the department as a basic administrative subdivision.

Table 9, page 65, provides the water point numbers, all types included, by administrative unit, for 
the three countries.  

This situation shows only one state of the database at a given date (January 2007). It is scalable 
depending on the countries teams’ new data contribution. This state is considered as the culmina-
tion of an effort made over a period of more than two years to collect data in these countries. Such 
data have been used for elaborating the hydrogeological simulation model. 

field Informed recordings % field Informed recordings %

name 16151 94.06  State 0 0

type 17171 100  Artesian 17171 100

Aquifer 2671 15.56  equip. 17171 100

Admin 17135 99.79  drilled_depth 14898 86.76

longitude 17170 99.99  equip_depth 13782 80.26

latitude 17170 99.99  QeX 13302 77.47

Altitude 7860 45.77  nS 14855 86.51

Usage 12572 73.22  grid 2609 15.19

year 5089 29.64  

Filling rates of key fieldsTABLE 6 : 
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The number of water points not attached to a given country among the three IAS sharing coun-
tries is relatively reduced in relation to the total number of water points (2%o). It translates the 
effort to identify these water points 
whose number is relatively high. 

The distribution of these water points 
among the three countries should be 
taken with great care given that the 
basin area proper to each country and 
the significance of aquifers varies from 
one country to another. It is not, then, 
expected that a certain correlation 
between the number of water points 
and the geographical extension of the 
basin by country exists. 

Similarly, the three countries are not 
expected to have relatively compara-
ble water point density. But it is evident 
that Niger, where more than 80% of the IAS basin is located, includes the largest number of identi-
fied water points (93.7%).  

 DISTRIBUTION By AQUIFER

Water point aquifer codes were allocated by OSS in the presence of experts from the countries 
because some work was done to homogenise the local litho-stratigraphic formations. This field is 
essential for water points with a withdrawal history.

The following table shows that about 85% of the basin water points are not attached to a given 
aquifer. This is because the entry of 
water points included in the database 
was systematically done (water re-
source card) on the basis of sources 
not taking into account the key signifi-
cance of this specification. 

For modelling purposes, the allocation 
of water points by aquifer was done on 
the basis of geographical location, in-
tersecting formations and the reached depth. 

 DISTRIBUTION By TyPE 

The water point type is a characteristic essentially used for purely statistical purposes to qualify 
the hydraulic infrastructure of the IAS groundwater mobilisation. In this case, we note the absence 
of springs which are natural appearances in underground water. This can be explained by the 
confined aquifer feature and the reduced role of tectonic accidents in the emergence of water of 
the basin different aquifers. 

The predominance of surface wells (60.1%) in the number of identified points (Table 11) is due 
to the fact that they constitute the hydraulic infrastructure that is best adapted to the basin’s 
operating conditions.

In fact, since drillings are more costly and less mastered as a water mobilization technique in a 
good part of the basin, their percentage is relatively low (25.3%). 

Country Administrative Unit number of points

non-identified Non-identified 36

mali Gao 734

niger

Agadez 95
Dosso 3635
Maradi 4039
Niamey 4138
Tahoua 3046
Zinder 1148

nigeria

Katsina 26
Kebbi 95

Sokoto 179
   IAS total 17171

Points d’eau par unité administrativeTABLE 7 : 

Aquifer Code Aquifer name number of points

CI Continental intercalaire 275

Ct Complexe terminal 2.396

Unknown 14.500

   IAS total 17.171

Water points by aquiferTABLE 8 : 
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The drilling groups are a device used 
when it is hard to have a representa-
tion of a large number of drillings and 
to the extent that these water points 
are not properly identifiable on the 
map. This was the case with drillings 
in Nigeria where the specific relevant 
information does not include the geo-
graphical details to locale them. It is 
for this reason that they were included 
in the form of drilling groups linked to 
the local area whose name they bear 
(usage destination).

 wATER POINTS wITh A hISTORy

The historical data (series) on piezometry, operation and water chemical quality are basic informa-
tion for the setting of the hydrogeological simulation models. It is then important to identify the 
water points with some history in relation to these three variables. 

The historical background relevant to the hydrodynamic features underlines the hydraulic test 
frequency of these water points.

The table below provides, for each aquifer, the number of points having at least one recording in 
each of the tables. If we take the example of piezometry levels, we have:

42 �  water points, whose aquifer code is not available, and which have at least one level obser-
vation.

200 �  water points in Ci and 296 in Ct, which have at least one level measurement.

We note that as far water quality is concerned, none of the 24 water points with measures is 
informed by the ‘aquif_code’ field.

The data in this table show a main gap in the implementation of the IAS common database. In fact, 
out of the 17,171 identified water points, only 8% are likely to serve in following up the historical 
backgrounds of piezometric levels or the required implementation for levelling the hydrodynamic 
simulation in transitory mode. 

This big gap suggests that the information collected in this way can only be used for levelling the 
model in permanent mode. The quantitative indicators on the operation development or the piezo-
metric decline of the different aquifer levels are reduced and show that hypotheses referring to 
variables indirectly related to water usage (population, livestock, and irrigated areas) are required 
to trace exploitation evolution or the piezometric decline over time.

 WithdrawalsIV.1.2. 

The withdrawals from the aquifers reserves or operation are a key element of the required infor-
mation for operating the hydrogeological simulation model of the IAS dynamic operation. 

Aquifer operation piezometry hydrodynamics Quality

Unknown 0 42 2 24

CI 162 200 81 0

Ct 629 296 15 0

Number of water points with at least a historyTABLE 10 : 

point type number of points

non-identified (14%) 2463

drilling 4346

drilling group 12

piezometer 20

Wells (60.1%) 10330

IAS total 17171

Water points by typeTABLE 9 : 
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The relevant data are complex and require an accurate identification of the exploited water points, 
type of exploitation (by artesian pressure or pumping), and operation duration (by day, season, or 
during the works lifetime). 

Such identification can only be secured with the help of a well-structured management, which 
allots the necessary means for a proper follow-up in order to make regular or periodic measure-
ments - which is not the case in the three IAS-sharing countries. 

In fact, the information relevant to exploitation evaluation in the IAS framework has never been the 
subject of a detailed and exhaustive quantitative analysis. It has always been superficial and partial. 
The obtained specific data are rudimentary, fragmentary and insufficient to ensure a satisfactory 
evaluation. 

Thus, the common database suffers from specific gaps and requires a better analysis of the exist-
ing data in the three countries to deduce information capable of partially overcoming the flagrant 
measurement gaps.

The database structure requires that withdrawals are attached to water points. However, the 
little available information on this variable is rather provided in a synthetic way (annual volume by 
usage sector) and differs from one country to another:

for nigeria � , the global withdrawals are provided by province and usage (domestic usage, ani-
mal husbandry);

for mali � , the global withdrawals are given by usage (livestock, nomads, sedentary);

for niger � , the operation volumes are provided by water point, but it is not necessarily the in-
stant withdrawal flow. In many cases, the filing numbers as well as the captured aquifers have 
not been sufficiently informed to identify the operation unitary flows.

The aim of this processing is to establish an operation history file (1970-2004) by water point on 
the basis of the collected information. For such reason, the following approach was adopted:

distribute the total withdrawals by water point for Mali and Nigeria, thus supposing that the  �
‘aquifer’ and ‘unite_admin’ fields ‘are informed;

allocate an annual withdrawal value to the water points in Niger on the basis of the operation  �
flow and an average uniform operation duration of 4 hours per day.

The ‘operation’ table was produced according to the following approach:

acquisition of the ‘ � Code_Admin’ field from the GIS.

allocation of the aquifer code (Ci or CT) to the water points, according to the field value ‘Aquif_ �
CI-CT: 

if « Quat »,•	

 if the points are inside the intersection CI-CT, the value of CODE_AQUIF=CT �

otherwise,  �

if the holes are in Ci, the value of CODE_AQUIF=Ci h

otherwise the value of the CODE_AQUIF=TC h

if ‘Palz’ or ‘BASE’ or ‘Aquitard’, the value of the CODE_AQUIF=Null,•	

distribution of total withdrawals by water point with the help of an ACCESS request, for the  �
Nigerian and Malian parties.

for Niger, we applied the following rule: �

a request calculating the annual withdrawal from the operation rate on the basis of usage •	
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duration of 8 hours per day. This calculation only affected the water points whose realisation 
year is known. In the absence of the unit, we considered that the flow is expressed in litres/
seconds;

filling up the ‘operation’ table from an ‘Addition’ request after conversion in m•	 3/year.

After processing, the ‘abstraction table is filled in the manner required by the DB structure.

 wIThDRAwAL DISTRIBUTION PER AQUIFER AND ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

The request aimed at presenting the withdrawals on the IAS water reserves per country and 
aquifer shows an identification gap of some water points which could not be allocated to a given 
aquifer level. 

The withdrawals amounting to 1.55 hm3/year (1.4% of total withdrawals) are relatively negligible 
and the indeterminacy of their allocation to one of the three countries does not seem to alter the 
significance of the findings especially that this volume was allocated to the CT aquifers. 

On the whole, Ci abstraction (65.31 hm3 /year) in the three countries is only 62% of CT operation 
(105 hm3/year). Such observation confirms a greater accessibility of the CT aquifers to operation 
than the Ci ones, which is in rela-
tion with the most extended type of 
mobilization works (wells). 

The Ci water table operation is 
more extended in Nigeria (57.39 
hm3/year) than in the other two 
countries. Here, the required 
groundwater mobilisation works 
are less deep (drillings of less than 
100 m depth). The same applies 
to the CT groundwater (nigeria: 
60.21 hm3/year). But in this case, 
the Niger operation is equally im-
portant (42.68 hm3/year). The 
IAS operation in Mali is relatively 
negligible and needs to be further 
checked.

The percentages included in Table 
8, below, on IAS aquifer operation 
in the three countries can be ex-
plained by two parameters:

greater accessibility of CT aq- �
uifers in Niger and Ci aquifers 
in Nigeria, given that the depth 
of catchment works is relative-
ly weak.

demographic density and various usages (Water supply, irrigation, livestock and industry) are  �
more developed in Nigeria and Niger.

We note that some water points totalling up a withdrawal of 1.55 hm3 do not belong to any ad-
ministrative unit.

Aquifer Country Administrative unit Vol (hm3/year)

Ci

Mali Gao 0.03

Nigeria

Katsina 7.67

Kebbi 19.14

Sokoto 30.58

Total Nigeria 57.39

Niger

Dosso 0.57

Maradi 0.21

Tahoua 7.10

Zinder 0.01

Total Niger 7.89

Total Ci 65.31

Ct

Unknown Unknown 1.55

Mali Gao 0.56

Nigeria

Kebbi 24.17

Sokoto 36.04

Total Nigeria 60.21

Niger

Dosso 29.34

Niamey 1.84

Tahoua 11.53

Total Niger 42.68

Total CT 105.0

total Ci + Ct (hm3/an) 170.31

Samples per aquifer and administrative unitTABLE 11 : 
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 TOTAL wIThDRAwALS PER ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

These are total Ci and CT withdrawals per administrative unit in each country. The number of 
points providing this volume is equally displayed, as well as the ratio of ‘withdrawals/number of 
points’. This ratio is deduced from withdrawal distribution and the number of water points and 
shows a significant variation from one country to another and from one administrative subdivision 
to another (Table 14). 

The ratio values range from 0.01 hm3/year and per point in Mali, to 0.50 hm3/year and by water 
point in Nigeria, and to 0.103 hm3/year and by water point in Niger. These values can be used as 
checking ‘standards’ for the water point withdrawals in the three countries insofar as we consider the 
sample of 781 identified water points representative of the withdrawals distribution within the IAS.

As far as Mali is concerned, and given that one administrative subdivision is considered (Gao with 
54 water points), we have no reference enabling us to deduce the spatial variation of this ratio. We 
consider the 0.01 hm3/year value per water point as representative of this part of the basin. 

In the case of Nigeria, we have three values of this ratio relating to the three administrative sub-
divisions (Sokoto, Kebbi and Katsina). These values range from 0.30 to 0.55 hm3/year and by 
water point. They provide an average value representative of this portion of the basin, which is  
0.5 hm3/year and by water point.

In the case of Niger, the department where the number of water points is relatively weak (one 
water point in Zinder) is excluded. For the remaining departments, the ratio varies between 0.07 
and 0.17 hm3/year and by water point. The average value is 0.10 hm3/year.

By considering all the departments in the basin in the three countries and the sample of 781 wa-
ter points, the average operation ratio per water point is 0.22 hm3/year  (6.8 l/s in a continuous 
fictitious flow). It results that the unitary operation per work is the strongest in Nigeria (0.5 hm3/
year) and the weakest in Mali (0.01 hm3/year).

 wIThDRAwALS hISTORy PER wATER POINT

This crossed request is meant to check the withdrawals data:

data availability period; �

evolution of values in time. �

Country Administrative Unit nb points Withdrawals hm3/
year ratio

mali Gao 54 0.60 0.01

nigeria

Sokoto 122 66.61 0.55

Kebbi 86 43.31 0.50

Katsina 26 7.67 0.30

Total Nigeria 234 117.59 0.50

niger

Dosso 343 29.91 0.09

Tahoua 135 18.62 0.14

Niamey 11 1.84 0.17

Maradi 3 0.21 0.07

Zinder 1 0.01 0.01

Total Niger 493 50.59 0.103

IAS total (CI+Ct) 781 168.78 0.216

Total withdrawals per administrative unit (year 2000)TABLE 12 : 
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 wIThDRAwALS By TyPE OF USAGE

The two-way frequency table provides the volumes in hm3/year by administrative unit and usage. If 
the sum of volumes does not correspond to the global IAS volume, it is because the ‘code_usage’ 
field is not informed for all the water points. (‘points’ table).

 piezometryIV.1.3. 

In the absence of a network of piezometric follow up, the information on the levels was collected 
from diverse sources:

country teams during the workshops; �

use of existent study documents. �

 DISTRIBUTION By DATA ORIGIN

The origin of piezometric level information is very important during the data control and validation stage.

noclas 1956 … 1988 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

0ulit erajoun 219.819 … 1048.147 3091.056 3226.209 3399.933 3462.902 3429.897 3678.123

321282 … 1051.2 1051.2 1051.2 1051.2 1051.2 1051.2 1051.2

321283 168192 168192 168192 168192 168192 168192 168192

321284 4204.8 4204.8 4204.8 4204.8 4204.8 4204.8 4204.8

321296 … 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256

Operation history per water point (in mTABLE 13 : 3)

Country Administrative 
unit Urban Aep rural Aep Unused Irrigation pastoralism

niger

Dosso 0.67 28.96 0.18

Maradi 0.02

Niamey 1.28 0.56

Tahoua 1.23 16.87 0.53

Zinder 0.01

nigeria
Katsina 3.24 4.42

Kebbi 8.56 1.01

Sokoto 11.47 8.19

Withdrawals by administrative unit and usage (year 2000)TABLE 14 : 

Source mali nigeria niger total per 
source

non-informed 6 10 133 149

fAo project, 1970 4 18 44 66

Workshop-november 2006 5  53 58

bCeom-eC, 1988 and 2000   34 34

greigert, 1978   8 8

K.f. SAAd, 1971 17  28 45

mhe-1983   5 5

JICA_Sokoto_report 1990 and 1991  242 4 246

total per pays 32 270 309 611

Distribution of measurement levels by data sourceTABLE 15 : 
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 LEVEL SERIES

No spatio-temporal follow-up of the IAS different aquifer piezometry is secured in the three con-
cerned countries. The piezometric measurements collected and exploited for the purposes of the 
study emanate from the water point characteristics identified during the establishment of the 
reconnaissance or operation works, or other accompanying measures made when the synthesis 
studies were made by the countries. 

It is also found out that no piezometric history is available and that the few validated measure-
ments represent very insufficient distant milestones in their spatial distribution to ensure a clear 
vision of piezometry over time.

The water points having at least two measurement levels are not many (68 for the two aquifers). 
The gap between these measurements is, for the majority, 1 year (which is insufficient to analyse 
the level variations). No single point has three measurements at least.

We notice that no water point in Mali benefits from two level measurements or more.

If we examine the distribution of these series by aquifer (Table 17), we notice that for the CT the 
number of water points with two measurements is only 12.

The spatial Ci point distribution shows that (figure 22, page 72):

their number is high in Nigeria, but the longest period is only 1 year; �

there are no points in Mali; �

only 3 points have a period longer than 3 years. They are all in Niger. �

The spatial CT point distribution is illustrated in the map, below (Fig.23, page 72).

Country Administrative Unit
the longest period  

(years)
number of points with more 

than two measurements
mAX number

mali Gao 0 0 2

nigéria
Kebbi 1 19 2

Sokoto 1 36 2

niger
Dosso 28 7 2

Maradi 1 1 2

Niamey 13 1 2

Tahoua 8 4 2

Points with at least two-level measurements: series length and distribution by administrative TABLE 16 : 
unit

Aquifer the longest period (years) number of points with more than 
two measurements

Unknown 1 3

Ci 28 53

Ct 12 12

Points with at least two level measurements: Series length and distribution TABLE 17 : 
per aquifer
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There	are	three	CT	points	with	a	period	≥	10	years.	They	are	located	in	the	Dosso	zone,	as	shown	
in the following table:

Spatial CI point distribution with two or more level measurementsFIGURE 22 : 

Spatial CT point distribution with two or more level measurementsFIGURE 23 : 
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Conclusion on piezometry

The basin-shaped IAS made the interpretation of the piezometric data on the different aquifers 
relatively easy, particularly that the main part of the aquifer system is located in Niger and sec-
ondarily in Nigeria. 

The previous hydrogeological studies carried out in Mali (K.F Saad, 1971), Niger (FAO, 1970; 
BCEM, 1978; MHE, 1983) and Nigeria (JICA, 1991) put forward some basic hypotheses for the 
interpretation of the whole piezometric outlook. 

As the abstraction of the aquifer system has recently evolved in a relatively balanced manner in 
Mali and Niger, and as the strongest abstraction was witnessed in Nigeria (an IAS outlet), the 
general outlook of the pressure-surface contours does not seem to be too distorted by such op-
eration. Levelling the system in permanent mode was obtained on the basis of the available data 
that was judged to be acceptable.

The calibration of the model in transitory mode is judged to be more random with the absence of 
a viable and representative piezometric file history. The few well-spaced measurements are pre-
cious yardsticks which made it possible to guide model levelling, knowing that the evolution of the 
aquifer system operation has more or less remained within the limits of its unsustainable resourc-
es. It is only during the recent years that the operation seems to overtake the annual recharge.

 geologyIV.1.4. 

The geological data introduced in the IAS common DB correspond to the drilling data from the 
basin. These are presented in the form of a lithostratigraphic description of the drilled layers. 
Stratigraphic subdivisions were adopted before securing the processing of this information with 
the help of ‘Rockworks’, a software used for establishing correlations between drillings according 
to preferential directions making it possible to highlight the peculiarities of  the geological struc-
ture associated with each correlation.

With the help of this information, mapping the walls, ceilings and thickness of each aquifer for-
mation was made with maximum accuracy, given the good density of the considered points and 
the refined adopted stratigraphic division.

Through this work of geological analysis, the conceptualisation of the IAS structural configuration 
was made with more accuracy and harmonisation. This approach has much helped the repre-
sentatives of the three countries to:

opt for a shared conception of the IAS structure in each part of the basin; �

adopt harmonised subdivisions to draw the major IAS aquifer levels and share the decision on  �
the number of layers to adopt in the model;

adopt layer thickness (aquifer or aquiclude) by referring to the harmonised data of the three  �
countries. 
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Thus, the geological data were at the origin of the information which made it possible to come up 
with the conceptual schema of the aquifer structure. It is the elaboration of structural maps (ceil-
ing, wall and thickness) for the considered formation which largely facilitated this operation.

The thickness maps constitute a vital element in model levelling through transmissivity distribu-
tion1. In light of such maps, the physical data relating to each layer’s thickness were better grasped 
and the structure of the aquifer system simulated with much accuracy.

The ‘geology’ table consists of 690 points, but only 89 have the informed ‘code_aquif’ (Ci or CT). 
Attaching a water point to one of the two IAS aquifers is an accessory operation in this data use 
framework, given that most of the points, which have not been attached, integrate the information 
relating to the two aquifers.

 hydrodynamic parametersIV.1.5. 

The ‘hydrodynamic’ table brings together the data relating to the hydrodynamic characteristics 
of the IAS aquifers (transmissivity and storage coefficient) in particular the transmissivity values 
deduced from the interpretation of the pumping test. These values, coupled with those of the aqui-
fers submerged thickness, allow us to assess the total aquifer system’s reserves. Adopted in the 
hydrodynamic model, they served to put the aquifer system in a balanced state.

The absence of data on the hydrodynamic characteristics of the two aquifers in Mali and Nigeria, 
in January 2007, meant that this collected information for the sake of the model could not be inte-
grated in time in the database (Table 20).

We notice that there are no data on the hydrodynamic parameters of Mali and Nigeria.

 QualityIV.1.6. 

The hydrochemical and isotopic data were very useful in guiding the conceptualisation of the IAS 
hydrodynamic functioning. The data on these two aspects were only secondarily considered during 

1 T=K*E ; T: Transmissivity; K: Permeability; E: Thickness of the aquifer layer or aquiclude

Aquifer number of points

Uninformed 509

Ci 31

Ct 58

Aquifer Country Admin number of points

Ci
Niger

Dosso 11

Maradi 7

Niamey 3

Tahoua 24

Zinder 3

Ct Niger

Dosso 12

Niamey 2

Tahoua 1

Distribution of points with a transmissivity valueTABLE 18 : 
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the data collection for the common database, given that the national teams did not have time to 
take care of it. In fact, this aspect is not accounted for in the elaboration of the IAS hydrodynamic 
model, the reason for which it could not be developed on time in the database.

The existing ‘quality’ table in the IAS common DB includes only 24 recordings – all of them from 
Mali.

The set of points with quality data is found in Mali.

geographical Information System (gIS)IV.2.  

The IAS geographical information system is a set of software to produce a cartographic represen-
tation of existing data in the common database. The support for the required digitized maps for this 
representation was developed as a separate activity in the project framework.

The GIS used to represent the IAS is designed as an integrated part of the overall Information 
System (designed for very large needs), insofar as all the descriptive information of geographical 
objects is planned in the database structure. The primary aim is to store each piece of information 
in one area (no redundancy).

The second objective concerns the links between the Database and the model, on the one hand, 
and GIS and the model, on the other. The links must be established automatically and transparently 
for the user. These links can be set up at a later stage, after establishing the database, but before 
feeding the model with specific data. 

The IAS Information System consists of two major parts: the Database and GIS. This set is coupled 
with a model grid, which is at the same time a DB table and a GIS layer, thus securing the link be-
tween the DB model and GIS. 

 projection systemIV.2.1. 

To have a common cartographic reference in the three countries and automatically produce the 
grid of the hydrodynamic model, which requires a system of projected coordinates, the Lambert 
projection was adopted.

In the IAS region, Niger, which occupies most of the basin, is covered by three Lambert zones, as 
shown in the following table:

Country name_Admin number of points

mali Gao 24

nigeria

Katsina 0

Kebbi 0

Sokoto 0

niger

Agadez 0

Dosso 0

Maradi 0

Niamey 0

Tahoua 0

Zinder 0

Distribution of points with chemical analytical valuesTABLE 19 : 
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The three concerned zones are (Fig. 24):

north, latitude > 20°, �

centre, latitude ranging between  16 and 20°, �

south, latitude < 16°. �

The projection system : parameters, integration into Arcview, geo-lambert transformation:

added layers : agglomerations, administrative units, grid; �

geology : treatment on the classes. �

The common system chosen for the IAS corresponds to zone II whose parameters are:

Central meridian:  8.08 �

Latitude Ref: 18 �

Parallel 1 : 16.66 �

Parallel 2 :  20.33 �

designation Zone no

I II III
ellipsoid Clarke 1880 Clarke 1880 Clarke 1880

reference spheroid International 1900 International 1900 International 1900

central meridian 8.08 8.08 8.08

reference parallel 22,00 18.00 14.00

(latitude reference) 20.66 16.66 12.66

South latitude (Standard parallel 1) 23.33 20.33 16.33
north latitude (Standard parallel 
2) 0 0 0

false easting 0 0 0

Parameters of the three Lambert zones covering NigerTABLE 20 : 

The three Lambert zones of the Niger territoryFIGURE 24 : 
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False Easting :  0 �

False Northing : 0 �

In order to facilitate the process of converting geographic layers to Lambert, the above-mentioned 
parameters were integrated in ArcView ‘Default.prj’ file. The set of layers mentioned in Chapter 2 
were converted to Lambert.

 layers added for the purposes of the studyIV.2.2. 

At the time of devising the links between the IAS common database and GIS, the following layers 
were added:

 ADMINISTRATIVE LIMITS 

It is a layer used in GIS and DB: see statistical requests on the number of water points and with-
drawals. It was extracted from the ESRI data.

 GRIDDING

Gridding is generated from the DB by automatic processing (‘Db_Sig_model’ form), but this 
processing generates the ‘gridding’ layer in the same projection system as the others. This layer 
is required for the hydrodynamic model. It ensures the link between the DB and the model.

The allotted table of the ‘gridding’ layer and the ‘gridding’ table of the database have a common 
field which is the grid number. This allotted table is automatically attached to the DB. 

Layers of administrative unitsFIGURE 25 : 
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The water point layer is not static. It is automatically generated from the ‘points’ table when the 
explorer is started. Thus, any change in the coordinates impacts on this layer without any manual 
intervention (Fig. 27).

We can, on the basis of ArcView, display the water points layer by using SQL Connect. The proce-
dure is as follows:

make a request at the level of the ‘IASIS database, using the ‘points’ table with possibly anoth- �
er related table. This request must include at least these fields ‘NoClas’, ‘Xcoord’ and ‘Ycoord. 
Save the request;

under ArcView, make ‘Project’, ‘SQL Connect’. Choose the ‘MS access database’ driver, then  �
click on ‘connect’ to locate ‘IASIS.MDB’ which should be found by default in the ‘C:\lullemeden\
DB\’ file;

select the request which has just been made and finish by clicking on ‘Query’; �

in a view, make ‘View’, ‘Add event theme’ and give the name of the ‘Xcoord’ and ‘Ycoord’  �
fields.

 digital elevation model (dem) 90 metersIV.2.3. 

The DTM was established in September 2007. It has a 90-meter resolution and it is the outcome 
of processing free-downloaded files from the following address: ftp://e0mss21u.ecs.nasa.gov/

PM5 griddingFIGURE 26 : 
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srtm/Africa/). Contrary to the first version, Version 2 proposes operational corrected data.

Water point layerFIGURE 27 : 

Digital Elevation Model at 90-meters FIGURE 28 : 
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These are SRTM format files covering 1 square degree whose name has the following struc-
ture: NxxExx.hgt, where xx represents the longitude and the latitude in degrees.

The IAS zone is covered by 60 files, as shown in the following table:

The processing took place as follows:

reading of hgt files by an avenue programme and conversion to ESRI grid; �

gridding mosaic (Grid Analyst extension); �

partitioning with the IAS extension; �

lambert grid projection, with the help of Grid Analyst. �

number of files

n10e02 à n10e04 03

n11e02 à n11e04 03

n12e01 à n12e08 08

n13e01 à n13e08 08

n14e01 à n14e09 09

n15e00 à n15e09 10

n16e00 à n16e08 09

n17e01 à n17e06 06

n18e02 à n18e05 04

n19e03 à n19e05 03

total 60
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CONCLUSION V. AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The setting up of an IAS common database made it possible to bring in the set of available hy-
drogeological data on the system aquifers together and to make them more homogeneous and 
coherent at the levels of:

codification; �

format; �

processing mode. �

However, given that it is the first time that the contents of the different DB files are issued 
from diverse sources before adapting them to a common structure, these should be sub-
jected to a more thorough test, be validated and directly made amenable to processing. This 
will be the most urgent task of the national teams, assisted by OSS at first.

The major project contribution at this level lies in the fact that the common database as well 
as the accompanying tools are capable of updates (corrections, new data additions...) in a 
standard format shared by the three country teams. This will facilitate a periodic updating of 
the common base and data exchange among the different partners.

At the level of contents, many things were done, but certain faults still persist:

a good number of water points are still without an identifier or without coordinates; �

there is much duplication which needs to be deleted; �

for all the water points, the withdrawals have been estimated because the information was  �
not available;

there are still many uninformed fields.   �

The establishment of the DB and GIS within the three countries, the training of the teams in opera-
tion, including the administration of tools developed for the project, have to be strengthened so as 
to allow for the system’s regular updating.

This will facilitate the establishment of an information system which will secure regular updating 
and the gradual development of a decision aid system. This system should be accompanied by an 
exchange mechanism between the countries and the establishment of the data administration 
function in these countries and within the IAS concerted management organ. 

The two workshops organised within the project framework for the benefit of the experts of the 
three countries who will be in charge of the DB common management are considered as a step to 
facilitate management responsibility and the countries’ involvement in content conceptualisation 
and selection. These workshops have also served for accommodating these teams to GIS during 
the gradual elaboration of the hydrodynamic model.

Feeding the database with the new information that the national teams keep collecting, with the 
perspective of updating its history, is planned until the end of the project (March 2008). The 
establishment of the database in the countries is the last stage which should crown the IASIS 
establishment.

This database is designed according to a gradual and extendable scheme to secure its sustain-
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ability in the management of IAS water resources data. If, at this stage, the information which is 
stored there is mainly oriented towards the hydrogeological aspect, it is necessary to pay atten-
tion to:

completing the IAS hydrogeology data entry, adding the recently collected data, and allowing  �
for history updating;

completing the hydrogeological data with hydrological, climatological and hydro-agricultural  �
data to further consolidate the model’s hydrodynamic results, make them more capable of 
forecast simulations (medium and short terms), and secure the IAS water resources man-
agement;

enriching the database structure and content with other aspects to make it a monitoring tool  �
for the IAS water resources within the framework of a cooperation structure between the 
three countries for the optimal planning of the basin water resources, hence reducing the 
hydrogeological risks and ensuring development.

For this purpose, it is recommended to make the specialists feel more responsible so that they 
own the common DB and the IASIS. This ownership cannot be realised without an additional train-
ing of the designated technicians and a reinforcement of the computing abilities of the concerned 
structures.

In its current state, the database includes a precious piece of information which could not have 
been collected before. This information requires more specific processing for validating, process-
ing and generating further results. Such effort is the responsibility of the national teams in the 
first place, but it can also be used with other OSS applications in the framework of monitoring 
member countries’ water resources. Similarly, the methodology developed by the project team 
for validating and harmonising data can be an example for developing similar activities for other 
aquifer systems.
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APPENDIx: Detailed structure of the Database tables
database : C:\Iullemeden\bdd\SAI_dAtA.mdb 

TABLE : ADMIN (ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS)

properties

Date of creation:  05/03/2007 09:41:49 Last update:  05/03/2007 12:39:24

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Donnée binaire

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  10

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: AGGLOMERATIONS (MAIN AGGLOMERATIONS) 

properties

Date of creation:  05/03/2007 09:42:01 Last update:  03/04/2007 20:35:07

NameMap:  Binary data Orientation:  0

RecordCount:  249 TriActif:  False

Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: ALIMENT (SUPPLy VALUES PER CELL)

propreties

Date of creation:  06/03/2007 16:17:20 Last update:  06/03/2007 16:17:23

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

RecordCount:  9 TriActif:  True

Updatable:  True

name type description Size

Code_Pays Text Country code (Ma = Mali, Ni = Niger, Ng = Nigeria) 2

Nom_Admin Text Complete name of the country 20

name type description Size

AGGLOM_ID Double real Identifiant of the agglomeration 8

NOM Text Name of the agglomeration 30

CODE_ADMIN Text Code of the administrative unit where is located the 
agglomération 30
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TABLE: AQUIFER (LIST OF IAS AQUIFERS) 

properties

Date of creation:  05/03/2007 10:01:25 Last update:  05/03/2007 10:20:58

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  2

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: ETATS (LIST OF STATES OF ThE wATER POINT) 

properties 

Date of creation:  06/03/2007 10:01:59 Last update:  06/03/2007 10:02:24

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  4

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: ExPLOITATION (TIME SERIES OF ThE ANNUAL ABSTRACTIONS) 

properties

Date of creation:  06/03/2007 08:48:04 Last update:  27/03/2007 22:47:24

name type description Size

NOCLAS Text identification number (similar to that of water points) 22

couche Text Number of the layer in PM5 software 1

aquif Text aquifer name 30

X Double real X of the cell center 8

Y Double real Y of the cell center 8

Alim Double real recharge value l/s 8

MAILLE Text Cell Identifiant 10

NOM Text Name of the recharge point 100

name type description Size

Code_Aquif Text aquifer Code (CT = Complexe terminal, CI = continental 2

Nom intercalaire Nom de l’aquifère 30

Couche_modele Text Aquifer Name 1

Shape_file Text Number of the layer in PM5 software 30

name type description Size

Code_Etat Text State Code of a water point 2

Description Text Wording of the state 30
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GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  20242

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: GEOLOGIE (GEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF ThE wATER POINT) 

properties

AffichParDéfaut:  Data sheet Date of creation:  07/10/2006 09:42:00

Last update:  03/04/2007 21:54:22 GUID:  Binary data

NameMap:  Binary data Orientation:  0

RecordCount:  598 TriActif:  False

Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: hyDRODyNAMIC (hyDRODyNAMIC PARAMETERS) 

properties

AffichParDéfaut:  Data sheet Date of creation:  19/07/2006 11:06:02

Last date:  08/03/2007 16:07:15 GUID:  Binary data

name type description Size

Noclas Text Identification number of the water point 22

Annee Entier Year of measurement 2

Prelevement Simple Real Abstraction value in m3 4

Origine Text Source of the information 50

Date_Maj Date/Hour Record update date 8

name type description Size

NoClas Text Identification number of the water point 22

Quat double real Altitude in meter of the Quaternary 8

Plioc double real Altitude in meter of Pliocene 8

Mioc double real Altitude in meter of Miocene 8

Olig double real Altitude in meter of l’Oligocene 8

Eoc double real Altitude in meter of l’Eocene 8

Pal double real Altitude in meter of Paleocene 8

Sen double real Altitude in meter of Senonian 8

Tur double real Altitude in meter of Turonien 8

Cen double real Altitude in meter of Cenomanian 8

Ci double real Altitude in meter of CI 8

Jur double real Altitude in meter of Jurassic 8

Trias double real Altitude in meter of Triassic 8

Palz double real Altitude in meter of Paleozoic 8

TD double real Total depth in meter 8

Date_Maj Date/Hour Record update date 8
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NameMap:  Binary data Orientation:  0

RecordCount:  98 TriActif:  False

Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: MAILLAGE (CELLS OF ThE MODEL) 

properties

Date of creation:  06/03/2007 15:38:32 Last update:  06/03/2007 15:58:16

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  9700

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: OBjETS_OUVRAGE 

properties

Date of creation:  02/03/2007 16:30:05 Last update:  05/03/2007 12:24:33

NameMap:  Binary data Orientation:  0

RecordCount:  5 TriActif:  False

Updatable:  True

Columns

name type description Size

Noclas Text Identification number of the water point 14

Date_mesure Date/Hour Pumping test date 8

Duree Octet Pumping test duration in hours 1

NS simple real Static level in meter 4

Debit simple real Pumping test yield in l/s 4

Rabattement simple real Drawdown in meter 4

Méthod_interp Octet interpretation Method of the pumping test 1

Type_essai Octet Type of pomping test 1

Transmis double real Transmissivity m2/s 8

Permeab double real permeability 8

Coeff_emmag double real Storage Coefficient 8

Source Text Origine of the informations 50

Fichier Text Name of the file used to import data 50

date_maj Date/Hour Record update date 8

Observations Text Observations (comment) 50

name type description Size

MAILLE Text Number of the cell

NUM_PM5 Text corresponding PM5 number (line – Colum) 16

name type description Size

Code_Objet Octet 1

Description Text 30
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TABLE: PAyS 

properties

Date of creation:  02/03/2007 12:23:48 Last update:  05/03/2007 18:16:59

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  3

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: PIEzOMETRIE (PIEzOMETRIC TIME SERIES DES NIVEAUx) 

properties

AffichParDéfaut:  Data sheet Date of creation:  08/10/2006 16:06:22

Last update:  06/03/2007 15:23:42 GUID:  Binary data

NameMap:  Binary data Orientation:  0

RecordCount:  611 TriActif:  False

Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: QALITE 

properties

Date of creation:  03/03/2007 17:40:12 Last update:  08/03/2007 14:27:19

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  24

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

name type description Size

Code_Pays Text 2

Nom Text 255

name type description Size

NoClas Text Identification number of the water point 22

Date Entier Measurement date 2

NS Entier long Static level in meter 4

NP Entier long piezometric level 4

Observations Text comment 50

Source Text Origine of the information 50

Fichier Text Name of the file used to import data 50

Date_maj Date/hour record updating date 8

name type description Size

Noclas Texte Identification number of the water point 22

Date_mes Date/Hour Measurement date 8
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TABLE: POINTS (wATER POINT ChARACTERISTICS)

properties

AffichParDéfaut:  Data sheet Date of creation:  11/07/2005 12:28:36

Dernier mis à jour:  03/04/2007 21:25:28 GUID:  Binary data

NameMap:  Binary data Orientation:  0

RecordCount:  17171 TriActif:  True

Updatable:  True

Columns

Ph simple real 4

EC simple real 4

TEMP simple real 4

Ca2+ simple real 4

Mg2+ simple real 4

K+ simple real 4

Fe2+ simple real 4

Mn simple real 4

Na+ simple real 4

HCO32- simple real 4

CO32- simple real 4

Cl- simple real 4

NO3- simple real 4

SO42- simple real 4

d18O simple real 4

d2H simple real 4

d3HTU simple real 4

14C simple real 4

13C simple real 4

Nom_Fichier_
Source Text Name of the file used to import data 50

name type description Size

Noclas Text Identification name of the water point 22

Nom Text Name of the water point 50

Indice_Village Text Village (for the malian water points) 7

Localite Text locality name of the water point 50

Code_Type Octet Type of point 1

Artesien Oui/Non Art6sien (yes ou no) 1

Equipe Oui/Non taped (yes ou no) 1

Code_Aquif Text Code of the taped aquifer (see table « aquifere ») 2

Nom_Admin Text administrative Unit 20

Long Text longitude 20

Lat Text latitude 20

Long_dec simple real Longitude in decimal degrees 4

Lat_dec simple real Latitude in decimal degrees 4

Xcoord simple real X lambert 4

Ycoord simple real Y lambert 4
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TABLE: TyPES_OUVRAGE  (LIST OF ThE wATER POINT TyPE) 

properties

Date of creation:  02/03/2007 11:52:48 Last update:  05/03/2007 12:22:16

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  6

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

TABLE: USAGES (LIST OF FUNCTIONS OF ThE wATER POINT) 

properties

Date of creation:  02/03/2007 12:18:34 Last update:  05/03/2007 12:22:34

GUID:  Binary data NameMap:  Binary data

Orientation:  0 RecordCount:  6

TriActif:  False Updatable:  True

Columns

Alt simple real Altitude 4

Nom_Forma-
tion_Geol Text Name of the taped formation 50

Code_Usage Octet Use Code of the water points (table “usages”) 1

Prof_foree simple real total depth in m 4

Prof_equipee simple real taping depth 4

QEX simple real exploitattion yield at the creation 4

NS simple real static level at the creation 4

GPH Text 1

Date_debut simple real starting date of the work 8

Date_fin simple real date of the end of the work 8

Annee_sce Entier Starting date 2

Code_Objet Octet object Code of the water point (objective) 1

Code_Etat Entier long Water point state Code (table « etats ») 4

Observations Text comment 60

Source_Info Text Origine of the information 50

Nom_Fichier_Ori-
gine Text Name of origine file 50

Date_maj Date/Hour record update date 8

Maille Text cell number 10

name type description Size

Code_Type Octet Type of water point Code 1

Description Text working type 30

name type description Size

Code_Usage Octet Use Code 1

Lib_Usage Text Working use 30

Categorie Text Category (AEP, IRR…) 3
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The establishment of the database (DB) of the IAS has allowed gathering and homoge-
nizing all the available information on this basin in a consistent relational structure. This 
architecture facilitated the set of handlings, queries and thematic maps that this project 
could occur.

The system developed during the project, which focuses on the links Database-GIS-Model 
was very useful and gives countries a basis for developing effective management tools. 
This system is more efficient in short time compared with the time needed, just a few 
years ago, updating a model after a change in mesh, the integration of new data or the 
incorporation of a new scenario on water abstraction.

Regarding to the content of the Databases, considerable progress has been made, but 
the anomalies and shortcomings should be corrected with the national teams.

In order to climb to a higher level of reliability and to ensure the quality of the data, it 
is necessary to work more on the data collected and to define clear procedures for  
collecting new data.

The first task can be achieved by the countries themselves using the available tools and 
resources provided by the project. Regarding to the future updates, they will be reliable 
only if the procedures for collecting, coding and control are carried out at national le-
vel. Decentralization of management and handlings resources should be expected and  
encouraged to facilitate future updates and regular data
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